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ABSTRACT

The importance of the mechanical properties, and especially
the stress developed as a result of deposition processes and thermal

treatment, is demonstrated by significant changes in many proper-
ties, in mass transport, and failure.  In this review we first
define the stress system, including non-uniform stress distribu-
tions and interfacial stresses. Different measurement techniques

are compared and the restrictions on the elastic bending equa-
tions developed for the most common geometries.

Available data for elements, compounds, and glasses is cata-
logued and examined for systematic trends.  Growth and crazing
patterns can also supply qualitative information.  The conceptk

which. have been successful in detailing the origin of intrinsic
stress in metals are briefly treated.  The additional complications

arising from the sensitivity to stoichometry and residual gas or
other contaminations are discussed before attempting to develop
models   for the stress in non-metallic films. Quantitativ,e succesbes

of stress models are few at present.  The relevance of the internal

stress to failure modes is illustrated by three examples:  en-

hanced mass transportb loss of adhesion, and fracture.
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SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of mechanical properties of thin films has

been established over the past several decades.  In the first

place, many properties are substantially modified  in a condensed
film.  The literature contains many examplesl illustrating shifts

in tband-gap in semiconductors, transition temperature for super-

conducting films, or expected magnetic anisotropy.  Any property

which itself is strain sensitive, may well be modified in a de-

posited film.  Even a property which is ·originally isotropic may

have lower symmetry when the effects of the strain are con-

sidered.  The control of the stresses by changing deposition

conditions is one)of the goals now partially reached in the search
to develop new properties.

/

More recently, mechanical constraints introduced by the sub-

strates have been used to produce or stabilize new film struc-

tures that are unknown in the bulk.2  In this way properties or

devices may be constructed that fit special needs and are un-

available by conventional techniques.  This design, through the

mechanical constraints in the system, is one of the more excit-

ing new areas.

One of the earliest evidences of the importance of the

mechanical properties is in the various modes of failure.  These

failures may be the more obvious ones of actual fracture of the

film or buckling as a result of the loss of adhesion to the sub-
strate.  Dislocations or cracks may be introduced in the sub-

strate at high stress levels.  Somewhat more subtle effects such
as strain-enhanced diffusion or electromigration may also occur.3

A complete review would define the stress and strain system,
consider the techniques for measurement  of the internal' stress,

as well as present the data and consider the various models for
the origin of the stress.  The tensile properties should also be
treated, including the elastic modulus, the tensile strength,
plastic deformation, and the fracture mode.  Indeed the earlier
general reviews by Hoffman,4,5 Campbell,6,7 Buckel,O Kinosita,9

Scheuerman,10 and books,11 have proceeded along these lines,  We

will not attempt to reproduce that which already exists in these
review papers.  We shall update them, however, and call atten-
tion to the more sepcialized reviews, especially in those areas
where the information is pertinent to non-metallic films.

We also consider our task to discuss the stress and strain

distributions found in a film so that a given property may, in
turn, be calculated.  New experimental techniques and data wills

of course, be included.



other surroundings after removal from the system.  All of these

4
Although at this time we begin to understand, at least in

principle, the mechanical properties of metallic films, our

state.of knowledge for non-metallic films is much more rudimen-

tary.  In the first. place, the properties seem to be not very

reproduceable from laboratory to laboratory and, indeed,   seem  to

depend sensitively on the conditions of deposition.  In addition,

instabilities or pronounced changes in the internal streas may

be seen wlien compound films are exposed to the atmosphere or

make for a much more difficult problem in understanding the

origin of the internal stress because the structure of non-

metallic films is not so well characterized. We shall see that

stoichiometry and rapid diffusion of ambient gasses are par-

tially responsible.  In spite of these difficulties, a qualita-

tive understanding is emerging.                                           1

SECTION II. THE ELASTIC PROBLEM

Formulation of the Elastic Problem

Since, as we will see, the mechanical properties of a film

on a substrate are primarily a result of constraints introduced

by the substrate, we wish to understand both qualitatively and

quantitatively the nature in which the forces are distributed in

the film and substrates and then transmitted across their inter-

face.  Even though many problems of practical importance can be

solved in terms of isotropic elasticity, we wish to set up the

problem generally enough that we can consider cases of aniso-

tropic strains.     We  must   also take accourit of single crystal

films and substrates in order to include epitaxial cases.

Only strains may be experimentally measured.  Hence the

stresses we talk about are calculated on the basis of measuring

deformation, knowing the boundary conditions and assumin* that

the sample is in equilibrium.  Following Nye12 and Smith*3 we use

a mutually orthogonal coordinate system with the xi and x6 axes
in the

plane  of  the   film  and  the  x 
axis normal  to  the film plane.

The coordinate system is defined in Fig. 1.  The first sub-

script refers to the direction of the force on a face perpendicu-

lar   to the second index.      Thus,   ail,   0&2   are   the normal stresses

in the plane and c 3 is the normal stress perpendicular to the

film  'plane. The shear stresses   012'   063'   and  °11:together  with

rotational equilibrium, represent force systems attempting to

decrease the angle between the axes indicated.  The corresppnding
normal strains  are  Gil'   £&2  and  Ej3 and shear stress  e .2'  E23'
£31·  We point out that the tensor sheaf strains (£'s) are half

the engineering shear strains (y's) since the y's represent the

decrease in angle between two original orthogonal directions.

The primes are used since the orthogonal primed axes are sample

axes and are not the crystal (unprimed) axes.

8
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Figure 1. Definition of stress system.

Since elasticity is a fourth-rank tensor property,

ti.j = sijke 'ke

and                                                   (1)

cij = Cijke Ekt

where the s's are the elastic compliances and the c's the stiff-

nesses for the particular sample orientation.  Fourth rank ten-

sor properties can be quite complex in the case of low symmetry
crystals.  The 81 possible components may be reduced by well- .

known equilibrium and symm&try arguments.

Even in the cubic system three constants are indepandent and

two are needed for an isotropic specimen. The elastic equations

are often reduced to the two index notation12,13

1   =   S'      ..'Ei    kj vj                                   (2)

h    ai = cij cj
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where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 stand for normal components and

4, 5, and 6 refer to the shear components for both stresses and

strains.  The reader is reminded that the arrays s..
 and cij are1J

not second rank tensors in this notation.

For the (001) orientation in the cubic system, we may drop

the primes and find the independent constants sll' s12 and s44

or cll' c12'and c44 listed in the handbooks.  For a general

orientation the primed constants must be calculated by trans-

forming from the crystallographic axes where the elastic con-

stants are tabulated to the primed sample axes.  Nye, among

others, gives this prescription.

Young's modulus dgfined as the ratio of the longitudinal

stress  to the longitudinal strain, i.e., 1/sil,is often desired.
13

For the cubic system

E   = sll-2(sll-912 -  - s44)(£182 + £223 + 2. 1 )    (3)
£.
1

where £1£2£3 are the direction cosines of the arbitrary directi
on

£i referred to the crystallographic directions.  As the quantity

(Sll-512-1/2 s44) is positive for all cubic metals
 except molyb-

denum, Young's modulus has a maximum in <111> and a minimum in

<100> directions.  Young's modulus is independent of direction

in the plane for (111) orientations.  Nye lists expressions for

Young's modulus for crystals of lower symmetry.

Vook   and  Witt 14 give expressions for
You  '

s modulus   in
16

several simple directions.  Turley and Sines, following Thomas,

separate the given stiffness in a constant and orientation-depe
n-

dent part and then suggest several rotation methods to calcu-

late the transformation.  Polar plots are given for several shear

constants for Cu, Mo, and Si.

For convenience in our discussion and following equations,

we  will  drop the primes  from the notation. In order to obtain  a

better feeling for the problem, let us consider the simplifica-

tions of an isotropic elastic substrate.  Firmly attached to th
is

substrate is a film which is also elastically isotropic,  We shall

regard the dimensions in the plane as being semi-infinite.  If

we now consider a homogeneous stress in the film, and invoke the

usual boundary conditions of no forces at the free surfaces or

edges, we have the situation of Fig. 2, where we depict the forc
es

acting on an interior section of the film.  As we shall see lat
er

this corresponds in reality to the situation found in most sys-

tems except near the edges of the film itself, or perhaps
 at the

boundaries of crystallites within the films.  In this figure we

see that the film is in a state of tensile stress indicated by

the total force per unit width of the fim, F.
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Figure 2. Forces acting on an interior section of the fi
lm-

substrate composite.

We note that this tension is a biaxial 
one.  As one tra-

verses the interface in a direction n
ormal to the plane of the

film, there is a discontinuity in t
he stress but the strain is

continuous. If the film is in tension we find that 
the sub-

strate is in compression just below the
 interface.

In fact, if the film is

quite thin compared to the substrate, the neutral plane is a

third of the substrate thickness from its free surface.

Thus our oversimplified picture of a film under the uniform

tensile strain 'would give us the situation indicated in Fig. 3.

An interior volume element would see the normal stresses, 011 and

a22 but no shear stresses.  If we imagine cutting th
rough the

film in the center we see a uniform tensile stress, assum
ing the

/
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Figure 3. Idealized stress distributions within a constrained
film.

substrate were rigid.  If, on the other hand, the origin·of stress

were concentrated at the interface, we would see decreasing ten-

sile forces as indicated schematically in the figure when we

moved away from the interface.  The free edges of the film can

support no forces.  Hence, as seen in the left hand side of the

figure, we would expect shears to exist only near the edges of

the film.                    '                                    1

Stress Distribution

Let us consider some of these points in more detail.  There

are two problems that need to be attacked. One is the stress dis-

tribution within the interior of the substrate and film, and the

second, the effects near the edges.  We will consider the first of

these.  As pointed out by Brenner and Senderoff,17 and treated in

the review by Hoffman, using the case where the elastic constants 18
of film and substrates are the same, and later extended by Doljack,

the problem is one of longitudinal forces in the film superposed on

bending.  It is instructive to look at each of these separately.

If we apply an external force to the composite plate longitudi-

nallY, so that all of the fibers strain equally, then the stresses

across the cross section will be those indicated in Fig. 4 for the

case of a biaxial stress system.  A discontinuity in the stress

exists at the interface but the stress in each of the substrate

and the film is uniform.

In the case of pure bending, when only an external moment is

applied to each of the elemental pieces and no external force is
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applied, the elastic response is only a bending strain.  This

produces : the stress distribution as shown in Fig. 5. It is

seen that the bending gives rise to non-uniform stress in the

direction perpendicular to the film, arising from the fact that
the stretching in the longitudinal fibers depends on the distance
from the plane of zero bending'strain.  If the plate were not a com-

posite one this plane of zero bending stress would just be in the

middle.

We now relate these longitudinal and bending relaxations to the
actual  case of depositing  a  film  on  the substrate. Consider first

a substrate clmnped against bending and contraction during the
deposition of the film. In this case the stress distribution in the

film after deposition  is the intrinsic stress.    This  distribution

is indicated schematically in Fig. 6, and of course, the distribu-

tion of the stress need not be constant throughout the thickness
of the film. The total force exerted by the fil.m is the integral

of the stress over the thickness of the film; and is equal to the

product of the average stress and the film thickness

•t

F = St = a<t)dt                            (4)

-0

where ((t) represents the stress distribution as a function of the      -
thickness t.

SUBSTRATE

t.0

D          orct)
FILM                                           ,-

t-

r  t It

Figure 6. Intrinsic stress distribution for deposition with
substrate clamped against bending and contraction.

L,
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If wo now release the clmnping preventing contraction, but

/       still do not allow any bending to take place, the stress distri-
bution throu.ghout the plate is modified as in Fig. 7. The   uni. form.
stress distributions al and ap are produced by the net contraction

of the tensile stress distribution. 0(t) in the fihn.  The relaxed
stress distribution in the film a'(t) is just the original distri-

bution reduced by the constant stress 02.  Equilibrium is achieved
when the total force on the cross sectidn depicted in Fig. 7, is
zero.

If the remaining clamps are now removed and the plate is

allowed to bend, it reaches an equilibrium radius of curvature.
This bending of the film substrate plate gives rise to a relaxation

of the stress as was indicated in our discussion of pure bending.

In  essence, the additional contraction which «results  from  the
necessity to achieve bendin equilibrium decreases the actual
stress in the film even more.  And, furthermore, makes it non-uni-
form as a function of thickness. The radius of curvature may be

determined by equating the moment of the film to the moment pro-
duced by the stresses resulting from the bending. The plane of

zerc elastic strain, or neutral plane, is now shifted, and may be                   /
determined from the condition that there is 'no net external force

exerted across any cross-section and thus the sum of the bending
forces must be zero.

Equations for the radius of curvature and the relieved stress
distribution are given by Brenner and Senderoff17 for the case of
identical elastic constants of the film and substrate and Doljack18

and  Klokholmlg for the general case.  The stress distribution will
be modified by a bending distribution as depicted in Fig. 4.  If

a(t) is constant, Klokholm calculates the relaxation correction M
by which the simple Stoney20 average stress S should b e multiplied

to obtain the true average stress.
\

83( +1)M =                                                 (5)
(83+n)(B+n) + 3nB(B+1)2

where B is the substrate to film thickness ratio h/t and n is the
ratio of elastic constants Ef/1-vf and Es/1-vs·  E is Young's
modulus and v Poisson's ratio. The subscripts f ind s refer to
film and substrate. For b > 1000 and any n or b > 10 and n < 0.2

N is sufficiently close to 1 to be experimentally negligible.

In practice it is difficult to clamp a substrate sufficiently
well to meet both the conditions of no bending and no expansion
during deposition.  A much more common case is that with the sub-
strate completely free during deposition. During deposition an
initially flat plate begins to bend slightly relieving the stress
in the film already deposited.  The continuous bending proceeds,
giving rise to  a stress relief in the  film in addition to· the con-
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Figure 7. Relaxed stress distribution upon releasing longi-
tudinal clamps.

traction and bending just discussed. Under these conditions the

relief in each layer is different when the deposition is completed.
If the mechanism giving rise to the stress in the first place were

originally a process uniform with. thickness then the result of such          '

a stress relief would clearly give rise to larger  stresses near
the outside growing eage of the film as indicated in Fig. 8.

1
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,-\

Ft LM
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)11
A

Figure 8. Relaxed stress distribution for free cantilevered

substrate during deposition after Brenner and
Senderoff. 17
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Brenner and Senderoff,

suggested that this would be an explanation for the fact
that many fi ns curl when detached from the substrate in a way to

suggest that the outer layer has the higher stress. Fortunately,
these stress relief terms are not large in practical. cases since

the   film  is   generally  impch,  much   tkinner  than  the substrate. On

the other hand, ve must krep in min d that they will give rise to
stress gradients wj.thin  the film. The stress distributions have

oeen calculated by the authors previously referenced, and the errors
are less than the previous case for the same geometry.

Chaudhari 21 gives an approximate treatment of the relaxation

following the thermal stress analysis of Timoshenko. The stress

distribution in the film may be written as :

       C    3(C-D)(x3-D)Ell»                                    (6)
al.l  =  a22  =  -ZI  Ii  { 3.  -  D  [ 1.1, D ]}

For this treatment 511 is the assumed uniform strain arising from
thermal contraction or other mechanism, E and v are the usual elas-
tic constaiits assumed the same for film and substrate, C = t/2,
the film. half-thickness, and D = h+t/2, the substrate plus film

half thickness.  x3' the coordinate normal to the film, is 0 on the
free surface of tha film.

The first term in the equation represents the stress as one

would calculate it considering a rigid substrate. The second  term

represents the contraction or compressional relaxation while the
third term represents the bending relaxation.- The stress distri-
bution in the substrate is given by

p E
3(C-D)(X3-D)                 (7)-11  C

 11  =  G22  =  i-v        [ 1+        D2                1

The results are presented in Fig. 9 for several values of C/D.

As the stress in the substrate is reduced by the factor C/D, it is
-

obvious  that  in most cases of deposition  the  film  is  much,  much
thinner than the substrate so that the stress in the substrate is

only a very small fraction of the stress in the film. If we con-
sider a film thickness of 1 pm and a substrate thickness of 1 mm,

than the maximum value of the stress in the substrate is less than

1/2%   of the stress in the   film.

As Chaudhari h:4 Pointed out the critical feature of whether

plastic flow will take place in the substrate is the value of
critical resolved shear stress.    If the stress  in  the  film is 1%
of the shear modulus  and we consider  the case where the ratio of _
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Figure 9. Approximate stress distribution for several values
of film-substrate thickness ratio. After Chaud-

21hari.

the film thickness to the substrate
thi. cknessGis 10-4, the maximum

value of stress in the substrate would be 10-  V.  For comparison,

most bulk single crystals will begin to undergo a plastic deformation

-5      -4
when the shear stress is of the order of 10 or 10 times the

shear  modulus  P.     Thus,  when  the film thickness  is  very  thin,  com-

pared  to the substrate thickness,  we can npglect  plastic  flow by  a
dislocation mechanism in the substrate.  When the ratio, of the film
thickness to the substrate thickness is larger than 10-» we have to

consider the particular substrate in question to determine whether
or not plastic flow may take place.

There are two cases of practical importance where one has to
be concerned about pla.stic deformation  in the substrate. One of

these, of course,  is the obvious one where the material  in  the  sub-

strate is such that it easily zmdergoes plastic deformation, alka].i

cracK  ti ns  mnv  al.so introduce dislocations in single crystal

halides for instance. Stress concentrations at propagating
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substrates.  Dislocations and other local defects may also be
introduced in the substrate during growth. The second case
takes place when the substrate is comparable to the film in

thickness.  As one can see by examination of Fig. 9, the relaxa-

tion in the film and substrate is sufficient to cause a non-
uniform stress distribution within the film as well.

Similar distributions have been calculated by Oel and
Frechett22 for both large and small area planar interfaces for

the  case of comparable  kilm and substra:te thicknesses. Model  ex-
periments with thermal strains induced in birefiringent glasses
gave good agreement with the calculations except when diffusion

took place during sealing at high temperatures.  In this case,
far from merely smoothing the stress gradient, diffusion-caused
stresses had large effects in magnitude and even sign of the
stresses.

No detailed treatment concerning the sharpness of the inter-
face seems to exist.  The large stress gradient in this region may

play a role in interfacial dislocation generation or mass flow and
other effects, and represents an area of needed future study.

Edge Effects

We now consider the second part of the question, namely, the

spatial details of the stress distribution.  Of course, if the
mechanism giving rise to the stress in the first place  is not uni-

form, then the stress distribution will be non-uniform as well.
Such distributions will be discussed later under origins of the
intrinsic stress. However, we shall consider here the case where

we initially have a large stress 0]1 = a   that lies in the plane22
of the film, is isotropic, and neally uniform throughout the thick-
ness, and is uniform over most of the area of the film. If we look
at the cross section of the film-substrate composite, we see that

the film appears to be a rectangular plate attached along its long
edge to what we shall assume to be a semi-infinite rigid substrate.
As  a result,  a slab  of thin film attached  to the substrate is under

a state of stress nearly id.enticaj. to that of a rectangular plate

clamped along an edge and having undergone thermal expansion.
0 9

This latter probl.em has been treated approximately by Aleck. 4 -'

We shall consider the question of thermal expansion later, but at
the moment, we shall use the results  of this treatment to  ask the

question as to the stress distribution near the edges of the film.

According to A].eck, the problem is first converted to one of

boundary tractions. The film is detached from the substrate and

allowed to relax. To bring it back to a uniform state of stress,

               the ends of the film as shown in th,» ton' of Fig. 10. 1 Next, the film
one imagines applying a uniform stress of magnitude a. normal to
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Figure 10. Boundary traction method applied to a thin film
under uniform intrinsic stress constrained to a

rigid substrate. After Aleck modified by23

Doljack.18

is attached to the substrate and a uniform compressive stress ar
is applied to its ends.  ar  in this case is equal 

to qi  because

at the edge of the film there are no  net applied normal bounda
ry

tractions.  The solution'to the nroblem of the specified surface

traction thus replaces the original stress problem. Doljack has

solved this problem based on the approximate solution of
 Aleck for

the case of thickness of the film being much thinner than its

length. Fig. 11 shows the results of these calculations. The

          pertinent pictures are these:  all is just equal to

the intrinsic
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stress until one gets within a distance of the order of the thick-
ness to th edge.  A large shear exists very close to the edge.

In addition, a concentrated stress normal to the interface lies at
the attached corner.  We point out that there exist no non-zero

stresses or stresses normal to the interface once one gets to a
distance several times the thickness away from th edge.

presence of an extremely large normal force near the edge points

out its relationship to failure at scratches or film edges. We

will  return  to this pheno.menon later.

Haril'ta and Spencer24 have observed the snatial stress distri-

bution by X-ray topography which is sensitive to the strain gradi-

ents, and qualitatively confirmed the rapid change  near  the  film

edge. A. substantial decrease in strain was found after annealing.
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To summarize then, we conclude by detailed calculations that
as long as the substrate remains essentially rigid, and as long as
we are not concerned with the stress distribution very close to the
edges of the film, our simplified point of view which says only the
components c and a are present, is indeed the correct one.11 22

SECTION III - TECHNIQUES FOR STRESS MEASUREMENT

Introduction

Althou.gh the literatu.re primarily quotes values for the stresses

in films, it is actually strains that are measured. Two direct ways
'exist. First of all, a measure of the deformation of the substrate
upon which the film has been deposited, or secondly, by diffraction         -
techniques, a measurement of the elastic strain within the film or

in some cases substrate. These two ways need not yield precisely
the same values because of the distribution of forces across grain

boundaries and within the grains of th€
 fine grain deposit affect

each  technique  differently.

A summarv of the various methods used prior to 1970 for

measuring the dcformations has been 'well documented in the re-

views by Scheuermanlo Campbell,7 and earlier·by Hoffman.4,5,25,26

We see no point for reproducing that information here.  Many
different techniques and their sensitivities were compared.  In

the last several years progress in measurement technique has been

in several areas. First,  the -production of automated systems
for measuring the stress on the routine basis on production
samples.26  The search for a technique of measurement of the

stress on a localized scale on real structures has resulted in

increased use of x-ray techniques.  Holographic methods are not
used commonly, perhaps because  of  some  of the stringent vibra-

tional requirements associated with  that  technique.

There has been recent progrdss in the refinement of the calcu-
lations used to relate the observed deflections of the stresses in

the films.  As the substrate temperature during deposition is per-

haps the single most important para.meter affecting the stress,  its
control or the correction for the various temperature factors in the

measurement has also been of extreme importance, and progress has

been made along these lines. We consider each of these areas in

more detail.
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Cantilever Plate Method

Perhaps the most common method.for measuring th
e stress is the

cantilever beam technique.  Many have contribute
d to this type of

measurement; it exists in a wide variety of dete
ction schemes.  Be-

cause good data is needed for further progress i
n understanding the

origin of the internal stresses, and also because
 there is still a

( lack of appreciation for some of the subtletie
s in the experiment,

we describe the cantilever method in detail; the
 information may be

extrapolated to other geometries.

-/ In the cantilever method the deflection of
the free end of a

thin plate is measured, or alternatively a force applied   to   the

free end to restore the beam position to some fi
xed point.  The

other end of the beam is imagined to be clamped 
rigidly.  This tech-

nique is often used because the deflection can 
be monitored con-

tinuously during deposition of the film and thus
 obtain information

about the stress distribution. If the stress in the film is tension,

as is commonly the case, then the film applies b
oth a compression to

the substrate and a bending moment.  The stress 
is called tensile if

the surface traction compresses the plate. This definition comes

about because the plate applies a tensile stress
 to the thin film

to prevent it from elastically relaxing.  The re
sultant bending will

be such that the film in tension finds.itself on
 the concave side.

The commonly used equation relating the deflectio
n at the end of

this  cantilever beam to the force/unit width  of the  film is: '

(1-vs)  22
6=3 hY F                                 (8)

ES

where  £ is the length of the cantilever beam, E
  Young's modulus and v

Poisson's ratio for the substrate, and 6 the def
iection of the free ends

It should be pointed out, although this is the p
resently accepted can-

tilever beam relationship, occasionaly the 1-us t
erm, arising from

the biaxial film stress, seems to be still neglec
ted.

The concern, then, is how well this relationship
 actually de-

scribes the free end of the beam.  The problem is one of prop
erly

describing the curvature in the transverse direct
ion of the beam

when it undergoes a large longitudinal curvature
.  This problem has

been in the literature for a long time having be
en discussed as

early as 1632 by Gallileo.  St. Venant in 1864 p
resented the first

mathematical formulation.  The more recent treatm
ents by Ashwell

and Greenwood27 and later by Bellow, et al.,28 h
ave given experi-

mental justification for the treatment put forth
 by Lamb in 1891.

The results may be summarized as.follows:' Consi
der a plate

of width b, »ngth 2, and thickness h, bent to a longitudinal curva-

-                       ---
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Figure 12. Anticlastic bending of a flat plate.  From Bellow.28

ture 1/R by uniform moments applied to the ends.  If the deformed
shape is to be truly cylindrical, that is, the transverse strips are

to remain straight, then moments equal to the moment in the longi-
tudinal direction times Poisson's ratio are required along the long
edges.  Since such moments are not present the plate tends to assume
a curvature v/R in the transverse direction.  This case is known as
"anticlastic bending", and is illustrated in Fig. 12, the transverse

distortion results in lodgitudinal membrane forces.    As the curva-.
ture becomes larger the effect of these forces must be considered.
It results in a stretching in the neutral plane and the Poisson
effect eventually becomes cancelled leading to the case of cylin-

drical bending.  The pertinent parameter in this problem is the
ratio b2/Rh.  For values of this ratio from 0 to 1.6, the anti-
clastic case occurs.  If the ratio is larger than 1000, then the sur-

face can be considered cylindrical. Under .cylindrical conditions,27

the deflection of the end of the plate becomes smaller by the
factor of (1-v2). As the transition from anticlastic to syn-

- elastic bending  is a gradual  one, the appropriate relationship  must

be known for the beam of our particular experiment.  At present numeri-
cal calculations have compared favorably with experimental results for
ratios up to 50. By connecting the radius of curvature to the28

dimensions of the beam approximately through the rigidity relation-
ship, one can write the ratio b2/Rh. in the form  2(b/1)2 6/h.  It is

seen that for a beam whose length to width ratio is a reasonable 10,

one may apply the anticlastic bending formula to the situation where
the deflection is about 100 times the thickness of the beam itself.

It appears that for practical purposes, unless one is dealing with .
a beam of rather square geometry, that the anticlastic formula will
meet most practical purposes, and equation (1) or its equivalent

for other geometry will suffice.
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4
For the geometry of the cantilever beam the boundary conditions

require that three edges be free while the fourth is clamped.  Thus
the deflection and slope of the plate as it emerges from the clamp
are rigidly fixed. In practice, this seems to be a much more diffi-
cult condition to meet experimentally than is usually realized.
The problem is often encountered when one uses a concentrated. load
at the end in order to determine Young's modulus for the substrate.

Differences of as high as 20% are encountered between the apparent
modulus values for the same beam measured by a cantilevered loading
and   a   free beam loading. Rottmayer  and Hoff'Inan29 pointed   out   that
it is extremely important that the beam be gripped in the clamps

such that no sliding would take place. Indeed, a rigid glueing is
sometimes necessary. Resonance techniques are sometimes used to
obtain values for E.7,29

Springer3l has calculated the cantilever experimental arrange-

ment on the basis of the linear bending theory of plates. The
basic assumptions  are  that  €33  =  0,  that is, there  is no strain  in
the direction perpendicular to the plane. Secondly, plane sections
remain plane upon bending which implies that no serious non-uniform
stretching occurs and, thirdly, normal sections remain normal.
This means that the transverse shear deformations are small. With
these assumptions one proceeds as follows. The function for the                 /
shape of the plate is assumed, the stress distribution is given,
and the total work done in forming the plate to a given shape is
calculated and set equal to the strain energy stored in the plate
for this configuration. Numerical calculations were necessary, and
the result shows that the deflection calculated by the usual anti-
elastic relationship was 7% larger  than the numerical calculation.

This difference is probably due to the fact that the boundary con-
ditions at the clamp is such that the beam may not have any cross
curvature and the transition from this behavior to the anticlastic

\
situation probably does not become apparent until about one beam

width away from the clamp. The net result is to reduce the force

necessary to bend the beam at the clamp and thus cause a greater
deflection to appear at the end.

In practice it is probably not worthwhile to go through the
effort of the numerical calculations and one should use the anti-
elastic relationship. It   should be pointed out, however, that,  in

careful experiments the error of about 7% in the bending equation
may be comparable to other experimental errors. In order to compare
numerical values for stress obtained amongst various laboratories
one should make certain that the elastic equations used are described
in the publication.

Detailed calculations of the deflection for another geometry
have  also been carried  out.    A free circul.ar plate  was  first  con-
sidered by Finegan and Hoffman 31 for the case of determining whether
the stresses were anisotropic.  As will become more obvious in the
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next section, temperature control demands that any plate be attached
to a thermal sink.  Doljack and Hoffman32 have solved the deflection

equation for a cicular plate clamped along an inner circumference.
One solves 'the Droblen by superposition of the deflection of the

free plate and the deflection corresponding to the forces appli.ed
by the central clamp, under the condition that the intrinsic stress

may be anisotropic. The plate itself wants to bend to the familiar

elliptic paraboloid.  The clamp at the inner radius applies those

moments and shears to the plate that are necessary to change the
,deflection  and  give zero slope  at the inner radius .    The  solutions
can get rather complex because one must satisfy a fourth order dif-

ferential equation, and· enforcing the boundary conditions results

in solving two sets of four simultaneous equations for four un-
knowns in each set. The resulting solutions are shown in Fig. 13,

where it is seen that the centrally clamped circular substrate de-
forms in a manner very similar to the free circular substrate,
with the zero deflection point moved out to the clamp.

l i l l i   '1 1 1'

0
E           SK, I3 2.0
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                                        S„
6                                       FREE
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Z
0
P                                                                 6.
U LO
!1                                                                           a
16
W
a
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0 t 1,   l i t:

O                                    b                                                                             4

RADIUS , r

Figure 13. Anisotropic bending of a free and centrally
clamped circular substrate. Doljack and Hoffman.32
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It is als-Oworthwhile noting the solution to the problem where

the  plate is elamped around its outer   circum. ference.      It   is   easy  to

show that under these conditions the clamp applies opposite bending

moments that precisely cancel those applied by the surface traction.

Thus, no deflection takes place. If a concentric hole is cut in

the  center  of  the  plate, the plate will deflect  and the solution

will be the same as the problem previously solved with the roles of

inner and outer radius interchanged.  As one would expect, the
overall bending produced by the same surface traction is less than ·

obtained with the central clamp configuration.

The last configuration that is worth mentioning is the case of

a free circular plate with a thin film deposited over the central

circular area of the plate.  ·The solution to this problem shows

that  as the outer diameter  of the plate becomes very large,  the

bending of the plate in the region of the film does not decrease

significantly.  Although in practical problems the films deposited

are seldom circular, the extrapolation of this statement is import-
ant   for  the  case  of many discreet devices   on a single substrate.

The second area where a marked improvement has come about in

the last few years is in the temperature stabilization of the" sub-

strate during deposition.  Since the early work of Campbell   and

his co-workers in measuring the stresses in the early stages of        -

depositign, it has been realized that both thermal and momentum

effects are important.  More recently, Kinosita9 and his coworkers

have shawn how to make corrections to the deflections obtained dur-

ing deposition.  In their case for depositions of low stress metals

on  extremely thin mi.Ca substrates, the corrections were substanti-
)

ally larger than the observed deflections and in .some cases of the

opposite sign.

To illustrate the thermal "contributions s  let us  take the  canti-
lever beam of length t, width b, and thickness h, and condense the

film of density p or mass per atom m, at a rate R.

(

The moment'um effect can be calculated by knowing the tempera-

ture  Tm  of the source, because that determines the veloc ty of the

Maxwellian  distribution  of  atoms  as  they leave. Assuming the arriv-

ing meta.1. atoms  do not rebound  from the substrate,  one cad integrate

the effect along the length of the beam and find the resultant m
oment.

/                  The result for'the implied force 
and deflection from momentum con-

.34
sideration is equal to.

/ 4%  1 &

6       -    0    -, 4    24&   (Aim  )        12                                                                                   (9)m- '-'3(., / hj \m /
S

where  p  is the denisty  and. m the atomic  mass.
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b
From the point of view of the experiment in which the def'le

ction is

measured as a function of the thickness of the film, this contribu-

tion would be a constant compression from the time the film star
ts

to deposit until deposition is completed, assuming the rate of d
e-

position is held constant, and the source temperature does no
t

change.

Before we  can say anything about the thermal effects,  we  have

to establish the temperature history of the substrate..

Maki and Kinosita35, yoda,36,37 and Namba38 have measured the tem-

peraturd rise of 12 Ym thick mica substrates during the deposition

of silver films, by measuring the temperature with an iro
n-nickel                  1

thermocouple on the back side of the substrate.  As indicated in

Fig. 14, the shape of the curve is sensitively dependent upon the

rate of deposition. Indeed, in films such as silver, the in-

crease in the reflectivity of the thermal radiation may re
sult in

a  decrease  in  the film temperature   as   the film becomes thicker.     Note

that the temperature rise may be quite large, perhaps 59'  and 
satu-

rate at thicknesses corresponding tg the order of 1000 A:.  
Similar

1.

80 -

21 A/0.c
GO -

'.

P 40 -
-
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1                                                                 I
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1 0
0 500 1000 '500
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Figure 14. Temperature history during deposition of Ag on

very thin, poorly conducting substrate.  After  -

Maki and Kinosita.
35
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experiments in our iaboratory with exttemely fine wire thermo-
couples  bonded  to,  the  back  side,  shot.·'an  inci·ease  in  uze  temoerature

of the free end. which is abnost :Linear 19 the de.position thic..bess
for  deposition  rates  of the order  of  25  A per  sec.

Normally,  the  cantilever  beam  is  elamped  at  one  end with  a

large thermal mass acting as a heat sink.  At room temperature we
assume th.e irmident pcmer nutst be coridi sted away from tae SU'bstrate
which  produces   the temperature gradient   along   the   length.      Assuming

...

radiation  neg I.J.gible  one  may  integrate  the   heaK  .I.low  equations  re-
sulting in the temperature difference along the length

P $12
AT =-· (10)

2   2K h

where P is the power per unit area incident on the substrate and K
the thermal. conductivity  of  the  substrate.     P  includes  the  conden-
sation. energy as well as the energy radiated from the source and
surroundings. For   'hot'   sources the condensation energy  is  usually

negligible, but the kinetic energy may be· considerable in the case
of high bias sputte:ring.  For the evaporation geometry used by
Springer,30   P   is   20   milliwatts   per   cm.2   resulting   in   a  calculated

temperature rise of 33' C.  This estimate is perhaps 30% high com-

patul to experbnental evidence prasumably resulting from 'the fact

that steady state conditions are not reached and radiation losses

are neglected.

Elastically,  there  can  De  several  effects  resulting  from.
thermal expansion. Firsts the effect of differential thermal ex-

pansion between the film and substrate if the temperature of the

specimen is uniform, but changed from T the temperature of theSO'
substrate  at  the  beginning  of  film deposition. Secondly ,   in  a

cantilever experiment, the temperature gradient along the length

of the 'beam gives rise to a non-uniform bending, and thirdiy s there

is  a temperature gradient normal  to .the film plane.    All of these

contribute, but the first two are interr. elated.

Rottmayer,39  Kinosita and Doljack have treated the first effect,
under the 'model that the intrinsic stress is temperature independent

and no stress relief takes place as the temperature is changed upon fur-
ther deposition. A given layer deposits thermal stress-free, so
there is a thermal. stress gradient in the film from maxinom at the

interface to zero at the free film surface. The thermal strain may
be calculated from the expansion coefficients af and a„ of the film0

and substrate.  The result is, for a rigid substrate, equivalent str
ess

1

or end deflection.
'E

f

Sl = 1-v'   (af-as)(Ts-<Ts>)

322 Ef{1-vs)  t
61 =  F il-v j   h2  f s SS- C n -01 )(T ..:t:T >) (11)

's'   f'
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where  ·sib  is the final substrate  temnerature,  assumed  equal  to  the
film temperau.pe and <mS> is the thic·kness averaged substrate tew-
peracure.

If  the  substrate  temperatui.  is  linearly  related  to  the  thick-
n·=ss,   then   this   net   differential   the1 -9.1    expan,iun   contribution
vanishes when cooling to the average s bstr,te temperature
T  +T

SO  s  after the deposition is completed. '

We consider now the case of a thermal gradient along the length
of the plate. El.astically,  this · problem  is  not  the  same  as  the
differential thermal expansion contribution that arises by changing
the temperature of the substrate and the film by an amolint br)._.The
reason  for  this  is, of course,  that  the temperature  graal·-3nl, · ib  nos

constant,  giving  rise to a non-uniform ben.ding even though the  aver-
age strain is still the same. ,The solution to this bending problem   '
has   been   approximated   by  Alexander34   giting   rise   to   the   siitaller
stress .                    -

1 Lf
8 .  = "7 :---- (a .,- a     '1 AT (32)                        12   6 1-vf 1    s r  -2

if the temperature difference' AT2 between the free end of the can-
tilever beam and the clamped end is established before the film is
deposited.  We see that this effect, too, may be eliminated en-
tirely i f the film and substrate have  identical expansion  coefficients.

These effects   may   have   either an apparent tensile   or   com-

prassive   contribu'Lion  but   for   the   case  where   the   at'   is   1.arger
tnan  the  as,  the situation realized most  often  in  practice,  cme
finds that the contribution is an apparent compressive one.  When

related to the initial temperature Tso t]ie third thermal effect

arises from the temperature gradient through the thickness of the
substrate.     Although  this  contribution  is  extremely  difficult  to
measure a worse case estimate of this gradient can be computed
ass oming that the incident power must be conducted from one sid.e
to the other.  This gives rise to the equation 87'3 = P h/K.
Assuming the thermal expansion strains very 1.inearly through the
subs'trate  the  following expression is  obtained  for the affectiva force

and deflection  ,  w                 1 92
72

F     =  E--2-1   ha   A.T..   6.-   t=   r  ».  a AT- (13)
3   6 (1-ve J S j j 2 h S

..>

For   our   experimental   conditions   the temperature gradient    is   0.5
mill.idegree C. Table I summarizes these efftcts and compares them

to the force/unit vidthofor a high stress material,  such as n.ici .el
at   a  thickness   of  .1.000 A. Unless the s"sst-etss   are except ionally

flexible to obtain high sensitivity, we see that the momentum
effect  can  be  neglected  for  reasonable  rates  of denosition. Since

the intrinsic str ss is itself a function of the temverature of the
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Table I

*

Comparison of. Extraneous Effects in Cantilever Technique

neri.(+inn Force/ Percento

Effect
Temperature -»--'-  --  Unitwidth of 1000A

- Change *C em
dynes/cm   Film

0                                      -0        g
1000 A Fit-                           2.5xio

-
10'

Subatrate gravi-

tational 4xio-2 1.6x101«    160

r 

Film gravitational 4210-5 1.6xloi 0.2

0                                                                                                                                                1

Momentum Rc20A/sec, 5x10-5 2x10        0.2

. . . . I.unlrorm temperature                         -4          3
increases Case 1      10 3.7X10 1-5Xlo 1.5

Gradient along
. -4          2

length   -   Cas e   ,..                    30                                       1. 8xl0 7.5xlo 0.79

Gradient through          -4          5xloD 20 0.02
.

thickness, Case 3 5x10

*
Calculated  for  a  representative  metal.lic  substrate,  0.01  cm  thick  by

--6 oc-1.5 c m long and af-as *5 x 1,
O                                10        9Stress    ir    1000   A   refer'enee   f'lls   is    asswned,   to  be   10         dynes/cm-,

e
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substrate during deposition, it is then important to maintain the
...

temperature   as   constant   as   possible.      In  terms   of   good   substrate
design one would then pick a substrate of high thermal conductiv

=.

ity and make the ca.ntilever beam as short and thick as possible.

The limitation to such an apprbach is usually the sensitivity of
the deflection measurement.

Experimental Verification

Data for a cantilevered beam of the approximate dimensions
used in our previous illustrations have been obtained by Springer
and  Hoffnan.40    For  the  case  of  a  nickel  substrate  initially'

maintained  at   329  C s   the   free   end  rose  by  230  C.     This  tempera-

3                 ture rise decreased as the temperature increased owing to the

contribution of radiation, losses:     At  approximately  150   C  the

tempera ture  increase  vanished  and  at  temperatures  above  that,
'   additional power had to be supplied in order that the substrate

temperature did not fall during the deposition.  A reproduction
of the actual dat.a for the ease of a nickel film <Mla nickel
substrate was shown.40  A small compressional effect upon open-

ing 'the shuttet did not have a corresponding feature after the

close  of  the shu;tter. Thus we conclude from the lack of a final

transient that the compressiohal effect at the beginning of the

film formation is a real phenomenon.  For this experiment

a* - ae = 0 and only' a temperature gradient normal to the plade
.,...

would produce an effect.

Even tighter temperature stabilization was achieved in the

experiments of Dol.jack. and Hoffman32 with 2.4 cm dia., 0.015 cm

thick (111) Si substrates.  In part this,was achieved by a shorter

distance to the-heat sink plus water cooling of the. heat sink.

With this geometry the.temperature difference between the inner

"iand outer radius was no more 'than 2' C over the temperature range

P
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from  100  C  to  2000 C. The worst case increase in the average

temperature. was 10' C ove.r this  same temperature range.   The
average te perature increased linearly with film thickness up to
abol» 100 A and then remained constant for a deposition ra.te of
20 A/sec.  In these experiments. af > as and differential thermal

expansion gives a bending moment that decreases initially to some

compressive value before coming constant when the substrate tem-
perature  reached  its  equilibrium  value.    -Upon  terminating  the
deposition, the force curve would rise toward a tensile value as

the substrate temperature cooled to its original temperature.

'For the circumstance where the temperature increase took place up

to roughly half the final thiekness of the film the apparent ten-
sile transient at the end of the deposition would be about 4

times the amount of the apparent compressive value.  Maki ana.. -

.Kinosita35 analyzed the more difficult experimental case of sil-'

ver films on extremely thin mica substrates.  Large transients

with the thermal time constant took place after .the close of the

deposition. As was pointed  'out   by   the   authors,   the   negative

valoes of deflection are inexplicable.  Furthermore, the decreas-

ing deflection during the course of the deposition indicated that

relaxation in the film was taking place. The silver films used

in these experiments were probably responsible for the aging
effects at extremely low temperatures.

In addition to the techniques treated in som.e detail in this

section, ve now list some of the techniques that have been used re-

cently for deflection measurement.    Many  of  them  have  been  con-

structed for special measurements and it is suggested tha't the

references be consulted for details. For in situ measurements

daring deposition, the force restoration techniq.ues40*41 and opti-

cal interferameters, in some cases using laser saerces532,42,43,44

are the most widely used.

for Z Zaphi'otjc  iquwsrea:,Ssidbb'ME  Ils.5'Y 2 San2#'
avoid  the  requirements  of  flatness  and  high  reflectivity,   Glang

et al.47 1:tave STErface profiled Si waters in orthcgonel dirtutions

using a light-section microscope.   The profile has also been .deter»

mined by inversion of local radius of eurvature data found b
y an

optical lever method proposed p,y Axelrod and Levinstein.48 Moire

techniques have been useful in determining the principal stress
direction in anisotropic films.49

Stress determinations using the bulge ·method vere developed

by Beamssl in his studies of mechanical properties of metal films.

Jaccodine and. Schlegelsl used this technique an an unsupported

8102  film by etching  away  the  Si  substrate s  or  by  removing  the

oxide from one side and cibserving the resulting deflection. Th·sse

conceots  have been extended to  a more local basis firsts by Lane52

i-'
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6
53using a moat geometry and later by Lin and Pugacz-Muraszkiewicz

who have developed a ·technique to make deflectiori measurenents 09
a microscale.  Their technique uses standard photoresist methods to
etch out a small bar-shaped sampl» and then free it from the sub-
strate by etching with a second selective solution. If ine film

were  initially  under  compression, upon being freed from the  sub-
I           --

strate it expands and deflects giving rise to considerable stress
relief. The authors have analyzed the elastic problem in detail
an.d have developed an expression relating the waxim'llm displacement
of  the free oxide   film,   obserp·ed   optically   as   indicated   in  Fig.
15, to the strain in terms of elliptic integrals of second kind.

They have found that approximately 10% of the total stress remains

\
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Figure 15,   Moat technique for local stress measurement.
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in the deflected  ammple.     With  much  less  sensitivity .this  tech-
nique can also be used for films under initial tension by measur-
ing the change in length of an undercut beam  after it is released
from the substrate.  The technique has  een applied to films under
compression down to thicknesses of 250 A for th» fase of BiO2 on     i

silicon and the results  will be'reported later.

A similar free-film technique is also reported by Wilmsen et

al.54  who  considered  the  stability  of  the  thermal  Si02  film  in
relation to the thickness and width.

We. summarize this section on the most commonly used technique

for the quantitative measurement of stress in thin films by re-

marking that with sufficient  care, the thermal  difficulties  may  be

overcome,  the  boundary  conditions  used  in the calculations  can  be

realized experimentally, and that interpretative data may be taken 
                   

continuously during the deposition of a film in order to give in-

formation as to the stress distribution.  The bending plate tech-

niques have thus been very useful in studies dealing with the origin                  |

of the ihternal stresses and have even been uked in automated sys-
..   55

tems  on  production  samples  through  the  use of fiber op'cics- Micro-

techniques have led to localized stress distributions.

Thus we conclude with proper substrate design and choice of

high thermal conductivity substrates, tempera'ture effects may be

reduced .to the point where they are negligible for high
 stress de-

posits,  dven if thermal expansion. coefficients  are  not  matched.     It

is  still  true,  however,  that  for  measuring the stress  in the early

stages of growth or for materials which have a very low intrins
ic

stress, these problems have not been completely eliminated.

X-ray Methods

In order to follow the chanke in stresses through. various pro-

cessing steps. or in order to determine local changes in a stre
ss

as  a  function of position  in  the  samples  x-ray  techniques  have  been

used.  The more familiar one is to measure the lattice constant,

usually with a diffractometer arrangement which determines. the

spacing between planes lying parallel to the planer surface.  The

strain in the film is most commonly measured but in a few  cases

the strain in the substrate has ac
tually been used to infer the

stress in the film.  As usual, the stresses when calculated from

the strain in the appropriate elastic constant, in this case the

stress    in   the    film    plane    in   the    simplest    formulation    is    given   by'
...

E , a  -a \

G...    =   -£  1  ...12_*.  k                                                                                                     (14)
..Li.                    2:J.J         a                   I.

it  O /33



The elastic strain normal to the film is determin.e·d frmn the differ-
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ence between the measured latticed constant of the film and the
bulk   lattice   parameter.

Sufficient care must ·be taken in these me. asi. .·eyft,s:,nt s thai: chan-

ges :91 line shapes and shifts ai.·ising from stackimi raults or homo-

geneous strains are not confused with the henogeneous component .

Recent progress in diffractometer methods follows. Zosi 56

measures the strain as the function of the angle from the normal
to  the  film,    Using  only  the  position  of the  line  centers, he finds
a linear relation between 'the strain  6,., and sin 20. The stress

in the ¢ direction is then determined fi 25*ri

d(6**) 'vf+1 (15)-  =   #---)  Li
d(sin 20) 'E

f    *

for a biaxial stress.  In this expression $ is the polar angle and

+  the  azimuthal  angle.

Bush and Rdad57 simplify the expressions derived by Taylor58
and also relate the film stress to normal and inclined di. ffrac.-

tion  angles upon specimen rotation. These treatments  assumed  no

stress gradient normal to the film.

in order to directly measure the elastic strain, and thus
eliminate the difficulty of using tabulated values for a  the film
may be detached from the substrate thus relieving the elgstic

strain and the lattice constant measured a second time.  Kamins
and Meieran59 have successively used this technique for the stress

,    in silicon films on sapphire substrates, through various process-
ing treatments.  The Nelson-Riley extrapolation function has been
used to determine the lattice constant.  Microbeam techniques
coupled with scanning motion should allow the determination of
the local elastic strain with a reasonable resolution.  No such

experiments seem to have been done. ,

Cullity60 formulates   the more general problem to confider.
the importance of line shapes. Borie61,62 considers the effect of

a linear variation of strain through the thickness.  McDowell and
Pilkington63 derive a five-paramet,er nonlinear distribu.tien from
th.e line shapes which should be able to consider differences 10
structure    at the free and substrate 'surface. In their results
with  gold films, immense elastic strains   o f 2. 5% tension exponenti ...

ally decaying within 100   of the glass substrate interface, slowly

shift to comp·ression in the body of the ilim and a large 2.5%
compression  near  the  free  surface.    The  antisymmetric  strain  dis-
tributions in the thickisess are a result of the symmetric diffrac-
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tion peaks,  but the authors offer  no  explanation  for  1.arge  strains

and  the   lack of agreement with   deflection  experiments.

Within recent years an understanding.of the topological x-ray

contrast of imperfections in crystals has emerged through 
a study

of both kinematical  and dynamical effects.64 As applied to stressess

contrast may be observed when a film deposited on a si
ngle crystal

substrate provides a sufficient gradient to locally distort the

crystal and give rise to intensity fluctuations.  As previously de-

scribed, Haruta and Spencer24 used the technique to examine the

stress distribution at the edge of a deposited film. Meieran and

Blechs 5,66   used  Borraann.   contrast   to   explain   the   diffraction   con-

trast along  interfaces.    Schwattke  and Howard67 regard the model

as oversimplified and analyze the transmission geometry using the

scanning oscillator technique following the treat
ment of Penning

and  Polder. 68 Dynami.cal effects  and the lattice curvature  result-

ing near the edges of an etched diffusion window give rise to the

observed contrast.  The strain gradient is a maximum a
t the window

edge.  Reference to Fig. 16 indicates4that when 
the radius of

curvature and the diffraction vector g are pointing in
 the same

dir·ection enhanced blackening is found on the film.  If the sub-

strata is found to be in tension. then the film must be in compres-

sion,   as   illustrated   in   the   figure.      This   technique   provides   good                                                     I

spatial resolution for the sign of the stress but quantitative

in.formation as 'to the magnitude is lackirg.  The authors also give

 

illustrations of· kinematical ·contrast at the boundaries where the

adhesion is lost.  Dynamical images obtained by either adjusting
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77-

the substrate thickness or choosing the appropriate radiation give
rise to unambiguous interpretation of the regions that have failed

at the interface.  It is worthwhile pointing out that localized.
adhesion. ·losses were determined by this technique when the optical
appearance of the film was mirror like and without anY observable

flaws.  The authors also pointed out that these techniques make it
possible to map the stress buildup in planar semiconductor de-
vices. It is then possible to obtain information about the rela-
tive stress magnitudG and the stress direction after  each  processing
step, thus the stresses associated  'w'ith the diffusion processes  may

  be determined.

An x-ray double crystal arrangement in which the resultant
topographs show the non-uniform variations of lattice orientation

nea  the surface has been developed by Zeyfang69 for thin silicon
crystals bonded to glass .    The  origin  of the  strain  may  be  in-

ferred from the distinction between a uniformly distorted surface
or one which has non-uniform distortions.

A modified scanning x-ray" topographic arrangement has been
develoved bv Rhy.Convi and Ci=-ielka 'l which uses a feedback system

.                      3            -   .0 ...   -

to maintain a water orientation while the beam traverses the speci-
men.  The radius of curvature may be determined with a spatial

resolution of mm with simultgneous x-ray topographs.  Stresses in

both vary thin films (% 100 A) and substrate are calculated; as
well as effects of diffusion and ion implantation.

Because of the availability of x-ray topographical techniques
/                 for semiconductor defect studies, their increased application to

stress systems caused by deposited films, diffusion, or implants-
tic n   ks   expected.      Both   lattice   parameter and topological methods                                               

are non destructive. have good spatial resolution and sensitivaty*

but are not convenient nor rapid enough to be used during deposi-
tion.

Other Techniques

A new- technique by EerNisse71,72 has been developed  for
simultaneous measurement of stress and mass change.  This double
quartz crystal resonator technique uses AT cut and BT cut crys-

tals  such that  the sum of the  frequency shifts is proportional to
the mass. change    and the difference   in the frequ.ency shifts is pro-

portional to une chilnge in the thin film. stress.  The sensitivity
is  «wited  at  125 dyne/cm for a 10 Hz frequency shift.    The  tech-
nique is suited best for stress studies when the mass change lS

quite small, and has been used in connection with implantation
studies on silicon samples.
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Any physical property may be  used  to  determine  the  stress Y  and
examples  are beginning  to  appear.    Note  that  this  is  the  inverse
of the usual case in which the 'unusual.1 pro.nerties of a fiJ. m are

· being  explained  in terms  of the stress,  ana :·'t.presents  a more
sophisticated point of vietr.  Oel and Prechette,22 have done this
for macroscopic glass discs using 'birefringence to measure the/

strain.  - Reirihart   and Logan. calculated the phase difference and73

elastic constants from the crystal piezo-optical tensor coeffici-
ants, and compare with data to determine the interface stress
of thick epitaxial layer structures.  Fig. 17 gives the stress

distribution near the interface for AlQ 1 Ga0   As on (111) Ga As.

An increased use of such 'indirect' measures of the strain is
anticipated.
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SECTION IV. THERMAL STRESSES IN THIN FILMS

Introduction

The techniques for measurements that we *-..... discussed in theLA a 1/ iz:

preceeding sections have allowed the determination of a strain and
the calculation of an associated stress.  We now turn to the ques-
tions of the origin ana the various mechanisms that can contribute

to these st4ains.  As a matter of definition the total stress in
the  film  is /regarded  as  being  made  up  of  two  possible  contributions.
These are defined.as   the  differential   thermal   expansion  streas  whose

origin  is   understood,   and  whose  'value  is  generally  amienable  to

calculation, and, the intrinsic stress which is the manifestation

of  all  other  contributions.    We  may write aT  = .aDTE +  ai:  where  the
intrinsic   stress,   G.,   may he composed of se*eral   terms.      Clear·ly,

gy  is measured  and A property responds to the total stress. The

contributions   from  either   term  may  be  tension  or·  compression,  with
the 74esultant total stress in the film being determined by the
relative magnitudes.
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Figure 18, Thermal and intrinsic stress contributions.
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In   Fig.    18,   we   consider   in   an   idealized  way   the   case   of   a

film deposited on a substrate at temperature T  and cooled to the
final temperature T .  If the thermal. expansioH coefficient ef of
the film is larger Ehan the expansion coefficient of the substrate

aq then the contribution to the strese from differential thermal

ekpansion increases linearly as the substrate temperature in-

creases. On the other hands the·intrinsic strese is often a de-

creasing function of the temperature, 60 that the total stress in

the   film  may,   in   faet,   have  a  minimum   at   some   intermediate   'tem-

perature.

Even   today    the    literature    far   too    COmmOIlly   considers    differ

ential expanaion as the only contribution to the stress.  Fof the

higher melting point metals, for example, intrinsic stresses are

quite large up to substrate deposition temperaturee of several

hundred degreee .  C. In other systems   the   diffusion   of   impurities

into or out of the film at elevated temperatures give rise to

substantial stress effects.  Even in the ease of thermally grown

Sio,  on  Si  at  high  temperatures,  the  intrinsic  etresses  have  an

impbrtant role.

On the basts of our earlier sections w'e see that the funda-

mental origin of all of the strains in films lies in the con-

straint that the film ia being tightly bended. to the Rubetrate
and after thia bonding has taken place there ia a subseq*ent volume

change in the film (or strictly a planar diatortion).  Thus, in

addition to the Bame assumptions made in solving the elastic prob-

lemv ve must evaluate the strain itself.  Normally this' im si»

p.lified by assuming the substrate is rigid and that neither ec,xt.·-

fraction nor bending takes place in the film substrate.  Under'

this assumption the change in lengths of the substrate resulting
front Uve stresses ·on. it  ia negligible, but  if the  film an.d  Bub

st.rate  were  of  compa:rable  thickness s  then  both of these relaxation

effects  must  be taken  into  account *

,Thermal Expansion Strees

:    Nor &1ly,  the  thermal  expansion ktrain  is  considered· to be
faotropic.  In general, the coefficient of thermal expansion relate·

the   strain   tensor  to   a   small  uniform  temperature   change.       Thus,

the thermal expaneion tensor is symmetrical since the s'train ten
-,

sor  is. 12    It  is worth noting  that  since the thermal  expansion of,

a   cl:ystal   must   possees   the   symmetry   of  the   crystal,   it   cannot   de-

stroy any symmetry elements and this is why the class of a crystal

does not depend  on the temperature.     The  thermal  expansion  teaser

may be referred to principal axes and thus reduce the number· of

coefficients to 3.  For most substances the principal thermal

expansion coefficients ara all positive.  But in a few crystals .



for intance calcite, or stlver iodide: some coefficients are nega-

tive.

We may write the nine thermal strain -components in Germs v.L            "     ... e

the thermal expansion tensor.

e.  e (1.. AT (16)
13      1.1

i

where the identical subscripts refer to the normal ed#Vgonents and

the  mixed  indices  to  the  shears.     The  thermal expansion tenser  is

off.en reduced to a column matrix to be conaistent]35 used with the
siz Bingle index strains ti.

ei = ai 61.,
(17)

If we consider the restrictions of crystal' symmetry,13 only
in th.e triclinie   and  monoclinic   systems  are the, shear coefficients

other than.zero.  The orthorhombic system has three independent

normal   expansion   coefficients p   the   tetragonal,   trigonal,    and   nexa-
gonal systems have tvo, and the cubic spiten has an isotropic
thermal expansion. ·We must point out howevers »that even though
the thermal expansion may be isotropic, because the elastic con-
stants are fourth rank tensor properties·; anisotropic stresses
will be obtained even in a cubic crystal:  Only if the sample me
be considered to be elastically igotropic* that is in practice

a polyerystalline sample with random graing L will the resultant  ,
thermal exparksion streases be isotropic.  Once the thermal.strains
are   deter's ined.5   the   streases    are   calculated  from- theappme#rlate

elastic constants.  The equation

E         E
c      = -L e   .5 -L (a...O  )(T -T ) (18)

DTE        1-vf     11        1-vf        1'      8         e     m

is . *eper for the rigid it*otropic case an,d' takes account of
the blexial stress generated by the linear strain e   = E-4.11        2/

The sign is suck that the tensile Btreas im positive.  Ob
vi.6us   extensions   are. needed  when  the  temperature  range  considered

is so wide  that  the  st's  are no longer constant.    Vook.-and Witt14,74
carried out calculations of the strain normal to the plane of the

film  for  arbitrary  orientatiohe of cubic crystals. In these cal-

culations which vere &180 extended to include the strain energy

it was assumed that the shear strains in the fils. were zero.  For
copper and silver, the metals considered, the strain energies
were  found  to be·  in  the  same  relative  ranking  as  Youngts  modulus.
.

Vook. and Witt point out that the observed line shifts in an x-ray
diffractometer experiment when the temperature is changed corres-
pdnd  directly  to  the  calculated  thermal  strains   even  though  other
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baritributions to the line positiong aa a result of faulting may

be present.

To  this  point  we  have  considered  the  specimens  to  be  semi-
infinite in size and edge effects have not been important.
Aleck23 has converted the thermal stress problem in a rectangular

plate  clkumped.  alozli  an  edge  to  one  of  boundary  stress  conditions.



His two dimensional solutions indicate there are large shear

stresses present in the film within about two film thicknesses of

the   edges   and   a  stress   normal  to   the  plane   of   the   film  concen-

trated at the intersection of the edge of the fi
lm with the film

substrate   interface.      The  ·distributions   along  the   interface

(el, ped edge)·-·are qualitatively similar
 to the data in Fig. 11

if noteralized to the one-dimensional ther· al stress E Aa AT. The

large variation of the normal str#88 4 as a function of the dis-

tance'from  the  free  surface  at  the  edg 3of the. film  is  given  in,

Fig. 19·

Zeyfa#%75..has extended Aleck#* appbumimste Molatien to plates

of arbitrary lengths, rather than the semi-infinite plate used

by Aleek.    He also· give·s detailed stress,  strain and  displacement

distributions   for  plates   vith   length  to  thickness   ratioe   of   2,5,

and   15.       Compared   to   the   semi-infinite   case  where   there   are   edge

effects only, when the length of the film becomes short enough,
nonunifbrm stress·distributions are found throughout the volume

of the film.  The maximum stress in the plane of the film de-
creases as the sample length decreases and actually reverses sign
on the free surface of the film for samples that are only twice
as long as their thicknees.  The maxismm shear stress decreases

with increasing plate lengths and the stregs normal to the plane
in the center of the interface increases with decreasing plate

length..  Zeyfang points out that for plates whose length to thick-

ness ratio is greater than 15, it is possible to think of the die-

tributions as being co*posed of a uniform part for the central

part  of  the  sample  and  edge  terms,  but  such  a  treatment  is  not

valid  for  shorter  samples.     The  shape  of  a half  film  under  the

exaggerated  thermal  expansion   condition  is   shown   in   Fig.   20.      Be-

cause of the aingularity of a   in linear elasticity theory at the

interface   edge,   a   cylindrical38avity  was   cut   out   and   the   dia-

placements  approximated  by  surface  displacements.     For  such  short

se#plee it follows that the ripper surface no longer remains plane

under a thermal expansion strain.

In carrying out the calculations of' thermal expansion COB-

tributions the questions arises. as to the values of the thermal

expansion   coefficient   to   be   used.       There   seems   to  be   no   evidence

for abnormal expansion coefficients in deposited films.  There

are caaes where the total. stress effects do not seem to coincide

Wit*  calculations  of  the  thermal  contribtrtions,  but  these  are

6ttributed to i:rreversible intrins:ie stress changes in the film
upon heating.  Hence* tabulated values of the expgnmion coefficient
seem  quite  suitable  in  practice.     Feder  and  Light76 have reported

an  apparatus   for  directly  measuring  the  differential  therm*l   ex-
passion between a film deposited on the substrate by observing
the 9ptical fringe  shifts   corresponding  to  bending  the  sampe.     For
fih.e. cege   Ge/Ga  As   film. e.ouple   the.  di-fferen*e..be#eeri   ihe.thermal

-                                                                                                            1-
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expansion coefficients is demonstrated to be less than 1 part in
lot'

One of the goals of the calculation of thermal stresses is

the prediction or explanation of properties fraa data on bulk,.
strain-free samples.  SchlOtterer/7 determined the resistivity

change in epitaxial Si on spinel in terms of the piezo-resistance
coefficients for isotropic thermal stress.  A second example is
the aniaottopic Hall mobility found in silicon on sapphire films

by Hughes and Thorsen. 78,79   After e«lculating ·the thermal ex).

p.·ansion  stresseS    Brising.   frem   the.  airisotrqpi.c   thermal.   contraction
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Figure 20. Thermal expansion distortions of short films
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of   Alp   03 in cooling   fram   the    deposition   temperature b    they    also
use t:le piezo·aresistance' effect to relate to the Hall mobility.

The approximate 10% anisotropy of the Hall mobility in two ortho-
gonal directions seems adequately described in terms of thermal

strains. Hughesel carried out detailed calculations of the
effect of stress on resistivity for general orientations in

several crystal systems.         -

Thus it appears as though both isotropit and anisotropic
thermal  expansion  strains w and their effect  on transport  proper-

ties are amenable to calculation.

SECTION IV. ORIGINS OF THE INTRINSIC STRESSES

The  review  articles  by  Hoffman,4 95,6  Cgmpbel.16$17  Buckel,8  and
Kinosita,10 . all have  the  goal  of trying to  assimilate  the massive
exEierimental literature on measurements of the stress and attempt *hw

i.ng  to  interpret  them  in  a  few  simple  concepts.     In  addition  to
the thermal  stress , Buckel lists six other processes which inay

produce   stress   in  the   following  way.

1.  Incorporation of atoms, for examples residual gases or
chemical reactions . . .

2.  Differences of the lattice spacing of monocrystal and
substrates   and  the   film during epitaxial growth„

3.  Variation of the interatomic spacing with crystal size.

4.  Recrystallization processes.

5.  Microscopic voids and special arrangements of dislocationK.

6.  Phase transformations,

In  addition,   all of these processes  may  occur  both  during

condensation and growth of the film vuid under annealing conditions

afterwards. A search of the literature also indicates that most

of these. models have been developed to explain the stress in

metallic films, pure metals or some simple alloys.  Especially

with  nonmetallic  films,  where  the  stoichiometry  and the  structure

is   still   far   from  being  well   established,   the   understanding   of  the

origin of the stress is now unsatisfactory.  For these reasons

we review the models for the intrinsic. stress very briefly, call-
ing attention to those cases where there is same confirmation in

the literature for non-metallic films.  More importantly, the

discussion may give a physical basis for the application of these

concepts  to  non-metallic  systems.    Many  of  the  models  find  it
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relatively easy to explain shrinkages and hence, tensile stresses
in the· film,   but   can   explain   compressive   behavior   only   with   di ffi-

culty.

Several different kinds of processes may operate in the first
classification.  Nakajama and Kinositael have measured the stress
in silver films deposited at 10-3-and 10-6 Pascal and find the
following behavior.  The dependence upon the thickness is not
greatly influenced by' the deposition parameters before the film
becomes continuous.      The  redidual  gas  pressure  during  the  deposi-
tion   has   no appreciable influence   on   the   stress   behavior.       How.=

ever, after the deposition the stress will remain at it,s constant

tensile   value   if  the 3sample   is  kept   in   a  vacuum  of   10-5  Pascil
but if kept in a 10-- Pascal surroundings, a compressive relaxa-
tion to a smaller value of tension in the film is found.  Fur-
thermore, this compressive contribution will recover with a time

constant of.tbe order of hours if the preastire in the Byetem is
reduced to 10-5 Pascal. The authors suggest the reason is the

absorption of residual gas in the film, and the stress effects
correlEte with changes in the electrical resiativity.

Actually, the presence of reBidual gas, 0*ygen and water

vapor   in   particular,   has   long  been   suspected   in   the   'case of those
meta.1lic films sharing cczeression when deposited in poor vacuum,
or when. annealed   in air after deposition.      A  more   direct   quantita-
tive confirmation of the effect of gas incorporated in the film
during the deposition process has been forthcoming in the work
with bias sputtering which we shall treat in some detail in a
later section. Ion implantation which clearly gives rise to

dilation also falls in this category.

Because of thei·r technological impertance,   the   growth  stresses
in thermal and anodic oxide films must be included. A. recent

review by Stringer Considere the stress generation and relief in82

grown oxide films  on metals.    The  sign  of the stress  in the oxide                                      
layer may be predicted by the ratio of the volume per metal ion
in the oxide to the volume of metal atom in the metal or the
Pilling-Bedworth ratio. Most grown oxide layers are campressive
but   MgO   is correctly predicted  to be tensile   although   adtual
1

stresses    are   much   less    than   calculated   by thia ratio. These    dif-

ferences   may  arise   from  ion  motions   particular   anisotropic

growths,   or,   perhaps more likely,   plastic flow taking place   dur-

ing the oxidation process.  A second mechanism includes the oxygen

migration down grain boundaries in the metal oxide in order to

react with metal ions diffusing through the bulk.   This. meehan./

ism, illustrated   in   Fig.    21,   also   leads.  to   a   compress,ive   growth
stress in the oxide according to Rhines and Wolf.- The similarR3

impurity migra'tion dorm grain boundariem hae been suggested aa

the  orizin  of  the  camnressive  stress  in  metallic. films.32    A
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Figure  21.        Schematic  diagram  of  diffusion   ths.     Following   '
Rhines and Wolf83 and Stringer. "

similar  situation  is  found in the  growth of anodid oxide films,
which havt recently been reviewed by Dell.'Oca et a].. *84 followimg

.-=„ .......

earlier articles by Young    ead·:·Ve 3£724$.031 .IDAW gk'owth ·et:inter-         :85

metallic phases following diffusion has been confirmed as a
137stress mechanism.

One of the best documented origine of internal stress occurs

during evitaxial growth  as a result  of the efforts  of  Van  der
Mer,re872&8*89  Matth.ews.90.91  Jesmer  and Ki.thlmann-Wilsdorfsg2,93
Honjo94 and others.  An interfacial energy.92.93 is calculated
which depends on the differences of the lattice spacings of the
substrate  and  film,  ·as  well  as the elastic constants  of  each
material.      For   small  mismatches   or  thin:films, the total energy
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*in the system will be minionum if the film developes ·a uniforia

elastic strain.  Hawever, if the film becomes thicker or if the
mismatch is ·more severe, the energy of the system may be lowered
by the creation of an array of interfacial dialocations which may
relieve a large fraction of the strain in the film.  A total or

partial elimination ·of mis'fit disloeations may take place as
schematically   indicated. in   Fig.  22·r   where   the   energy   gain   is   AE
and the critical misfit im seen.  It is worth noting that forees
normal to the interface contribute only about 10% of the inter-
facial energy. Recently the misfit dislocatiod energy is cal-
eillatedaa from. a periodic interfacial potential which is a
generalization of a Merle-Nabarro model rather than the older
pair-wise  or  elastic  models.

Jesser and Kuhlmann-Wiladorfg2,93 have shown that a similar
formulation holds for films in the isolated island stage of
growth. The interfacial dislocation mechanism for the origin of
intrinsic stress is attractive because it may be formulated
quantitatively  and  compared  with  experiment.    As  a  general
mechanism,  however.   it  must  be  criticized  06  two  grounds.     First,
the   obvioue   one   that   it   is   not   easy  to   see   how   such   a  mechanism
would  operate for growth   01   polycrystalline   films   and D ·  secondly ,

./

in this model the strain is localized and decays exponentially
from the interface and thus does not project the constagt stress
often experimentally found. Nevertheless, ·  data   for   50  A  poly-
crystalline alkali halide films on glass seem to follow this
 odel. 9 S
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Figure 22. Energy gain AE arising from total or partial elimi-

nation of interfacial dislocations.  Curve A is

                                                                                 the  homogeneous   elastic   strain  energy,   and  B  the,
misfit interfacial energy. After  Van   der  Merve. 87
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A stress model for heteroepitaxial films combining thermal
stress and assuming the film lattice constant is constrained to

-

match the substrate has been developed by Besser et al.,
9S

They have examined many CVD

magnetic oxides and developed a physical model in which the film '
streas is entirely determined by uniform misfit at room tempera-
ture  independent  of  the Ileposition-temperature r»p'Ao· a  critical
value   and   entirely by therm.al expapelf'= -„ter   larg«. mis fits.      'Illi's          '
idealized model vorks well when the thermal expansion coefficients
of film end substrate are nearly the same.  It takes account of
the thermal expansion in region I by using the room temperature
lattice constants but assumes the complete relaxation of the· mis-

match stress in region II.

Fig. 23 indicates  these two  regions,  where
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97                                                      -Carruthers proposed a similar model including the .effects  Of

plastic deformation occuring at strains larger than 0.005.  He .

fits the thermally-act, ival;ed glide re.lation derived by Matthews
et al.,91 in which the misfit strain is the driving force to the
data  of  Besser   et   al.      Carruthers * expression   for the planar
strain is

T T-
m m

a -a

£11 =  (  aTm f  )(1-4)  + (aras)(Ts-Tm) (12)

af
where

....,

r   = -          ral                          -                                                                      i      i.

9•Ts

the fractional strain recovery and is a measure of the actual

strained film lattice constant a'. and the lattice parameter of

the film material af both evalua ed· at the deposition temperature
T , Braginski et al.,98 gives additional data for the magnetic
olides.

In the third category, one finds a number  of   experiments
relating the lattice constant with the crystallite sid and inter-
preting the results in terms of a surface energy.  Cabreragg for-
mulated the

thermodynamics followin  the classical paper by
Herring.100 Linford and Mitchellla  introduce the concept of
intierplanar potentials which relate the surface   work   to   macro-
scopic parameters of elastic constants and thermal expansion co-
efficients.  Wasserman and Vermaak102 give recent data and refer-
ences   for the surface stress   as   observed  by  electron   diffraction.
The surface energy   provides a recognized contribution   generally      

giving a compressive stress in the isolated island stage of
growth,99 however, unless the growth of a deposit can be for-
mulated in terms of a continual nueleation and growth framework -
it is difficult to see ha, this category can contribu.te. to the
st'resses in thick films. It remains  then  a  difficult  experimental

area  because  of  the,vad;uum  elivironment,  but  in  need  of  future  work.

The  surface  stresses  in  Gas  InSb  and  GaSb  have  been  measured
using the bending of thin samples by Taloni and Haneman.43   The
effects of surface stress as c.prrelated with bending plate measure-

ments have been discussed by Hoffman.

Classification- 4, recrystallization processes, contains a
number  of different models that differ in their details.     Klok-
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holm and Berry, suggest that the stresses are generated "bylU 5

the annealing and constrained skrinkage of disor
dered material

I The
buried behind the advancing surface of the growing film.

magnitude of the stress is determined in this model by the.amount

of disorder at the time *Ne atoms become constrained and the

subsequent annealing during condensation process.  The temperature·

dependence of the intrinsic stress is determined by the kinetics

and it is held that no stress would be found in films deposited at
extremely low temperature substrates, and at substrate tempera-

tures during deposition higher than about 1/4 of the· melting

temperature.      This   form  is   approximately   followed   for  metals.      In
.

this   model,    filma   deposited   on   eold   substrates   would .have   no
stress since the atomic rearrangement is no longer possible.

The helium temperature experiments of Buckele indicate that

simple  metals  growing   in  the normal crystalline phases even tb,ough

they  have   very  small   cryatals   and  have   a high degree of disorder s    ,

do develop large stresses when deposited at theae very law tem-

peratures.     It is often stated  that amorphous films  have  low

stream.     Gallium and bismuth  may be frozen in amorphous phases

if the substrate temperature is below about 20 K. These data as
reproduced   in   Fig.   24,   show  that   for   low  substrate   temperatures

a small stress is deve*oped when the islands join at an average

thickness of about 60 B but no additional stress is Oroduced on
, further   growth. For higher substrate   temperatures   the   usual

'tensile stress is found.  The amorphous Bi films are quite un-
stable,   and  with   increasing   film   thickness   a   spontaneous   crystal-

lization often takes place · which yields large cos@ressive

stresses. These experiments,   as  well  as   calculations,   convincingly

exclude  the   presumption  that  the   surface   temperature   of  the   film
is  substantiantl*   higher  than  the   substrate   temperature.      Be-
cause  of  the  present  importance  of  amorphous  films,  and  the
general behavior that even alloys seem to grow without intrinsic

stress,106 ve report Buckel'm result that Sb filwks eondedsed on

law  temperature  subatrates exhibit rather high tensile stresses .

Because the Sb vapor from which the 'film is built up consists

elmost  completely· of  Sbh  moleculess  Buckel  has  reformulated.  the

gendr61 hy4otheais about amorphous films to read. "amorphoue

phases with a short range order similar to that of a liquid  ,
Cfrozen liquids)   grow  without   internal   stresss"  and  interprets
the statem,ent on a microscopic void model.

Chaudharil07 has considered the effect of grain. growth on the

stresses in films when densification occurs by the elimination of

a grain boundary.  If the initial grain size is very emn'll 6
tenaile stress is generated and the final grain size is deter-

aimed by the minimization of the sum of the strain energy and
surface energy.       When   the   initial   grain   Rize   is   above   this   critical
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Figure 24.   Btresses in low-temperature depos
itions as measured

by Buckel.8

size,   perhaps   20   X,   no   energy   minimum  is   found   and   grain   growth

is not restricted.  In this model an initial elastic compressive

strain aids recrystallization, whereas the experimentally found

initial tenaile strain is not favorable for g
rain growth.

Wilcock.et  al.,108  have  determined  the  stress  in the early -
.-./.-

growth stage for Ag and A They also consider the stress to

arise from the elimination of grain boundaries and suggest 04ly

10% of  its boundary need be eliminated to acc
ount for the

observed stress.

In a series of papers Hoff' an30*32,40 and his coworkers have

developed a different concept of a grain boun
dary model.  In this

model this strain is generated as the adjacent surfaces of two

grains    come into contact during growth.       The   problem   may   be   for···

eulated in terms of a grain boundary potential but this is formally
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-

equivalent to relating the strain energy to the difference be-

tween the surface energy of the two crystallites and the energy
of the resultant grain boundary. In addition to values of elastic
constants and energies this model needB only a value of the final

grain size of the film for a quantitative calculation.

The grain boundary. potential. is   demonstrated  in  Fig.   25.      The
depth of the potential is given by 21.v-Y-A where Y   is the sur-SV
face free energy and Ynb the grain bo5ndafy energy.  As an aver-
age  grain  barely  has 83 energy  +  Y v/3, the-depth of the
potential is 5/3 y   at the nearesE neighbor distance a.  An

arriving atom may BEpulate a  position where the potential is
negative if it lies between r and a thed the atom relaxes out-
wards;  if  it  arrives  at  a position between  a  and Ra,  then  a  con-
traction  will take place   at the boundary.       In  both   cases   a
strain energy is produced,    and the minimum produced between   the

strain. energy and patential energy defines the net strain.  As
the potential is asymmetrie a tension in the film is Droduced;
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Figure 25. Grain boundary potential.  After Doljack, Springer-

an Hoffman.
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6
f <A>

<0> = .--- ---I
1-vf d

where the avarage displacement <A> is obtained by integrating
over the range of the potential.  Good agreement has been obtained

in bath the temperature dependence and the magnitude for the case
of nickel.40

Classification  5,  voids  and  special  dislocation  arrays,  be-
comies  a convenient catch-all. Voids  in . films have been postu-
lated to explain »gnetic anisotropy   and   low   values    of density, 109,110

even though the x-ray density is typical of bulk material.  With
dielectric  films.  evaporated  at  angles  of  incidence,  voids  are
popul.ar in order to explain the 80-called po·rousity of the film.
Nevertheless s detailed experiments  to  show  the  size and shape  of
sucb voids have usually failed.  The sam.e kind of general. remark
may be made about dislocations beeause there is a well-defined

stress field around a given dislocation.  We may #ostulate a
special dislocation array in order to give rise to any stress
distribution that we desire. 'However, with the exception of the
interfacial dialocations mentioned earlier, the dislocation lines
found in film.s by el.ectron diffraction are generally normal to
the  plane  of  the  film.     5.1).us , generalized statements  relative  to
voids and di.slocations, ar·e generally of little Uae in detailed

analysis of the stress problem.  EXceptions to this may be found
in  the  case  of stacking faults,  and  other  Buch  documented  defects
in a particular film in question.  Abrahams et al.,111 have pro-

posed an oriented array of inclined dislocations to explain the
1                                     1
stress gradient that curls a filin upon Lum6+811 flom the sub-
strate.  Saito et al.,112 have postulated a periodic diatri-

bution of screw and. edge dislocations obliquely piercing the film
plus added terms to have a traction-free surface.  The maximum
stress does not occur at the boundary of the dislocation.

Category 6, contains  the   expected  first-order phase trans-
formation with its attended. volume change that must take place
after the film is formed for a stress to be generated. Buckele
using the Oswae,d step rule.Of crystal growth, suggests the film
may  pass   through metastable liquid phase during  condensation,   and
the  internal stresses thus arise  from a different  in density "from

the liquid itself.  Thus, one would expect that a frozen in liquid
as the first phase formed exhibits no internal stress, consistent.
with  many results already presented for amorphous  metals.      As
most metals melt with a decreased density, normally a tensile
stress will be observed, and this le also experimentally found.
.Amorphous alloy films also show a very low stress.106  This model

has had some success in predicting the sign of the stress but as
yet has not been formulated in a ouantitative fashion.
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Without specifically stating, our discussion so far has led
one to believe  the:t  the  intrinsic  stresses  would be  isotropic  in
the pl&ne of 'the film for randomly oriented polycrystalline
samples  where  the  elastic  constants  are  iaotropic. The experience

vith metals has indicated that this is true when the films are

deposited  at  normal incidence. Stress  differences of perhaps

20% are found  for  metals.when  the  evaporated beam is incident  at
450 with respect to the substrate normal.113  These early experi-

ments rd.th magnetic metals were concerned with the anisotropies
resulting fram the anistropic stress.   Rmith et-al. -110 suggested
that the anisotropy arises during the film growth from a random
nucleation in combination with eame shad.owihg effects.  This

mechanism very likely operates for apecimens deposited near grazing

incidence  but  Hoffman  and  coworkers  suggested.that  anisotropic
nucleation and growth would allow the grain boundary mechanism to

operate·  at   smaller  angles of incidence. Dielectric   films  have

much larger anisotropy effects   as we shall   see   in  a  following
section.

SECTION V SUMMARY OF THE DATA

Introduction

In view of the fact that the importance of the stresses has
been known for such a long time, it is surprising that so few papers

giving data exist   in   the   literature.      Even  today the pioneering
work of Turner and Truby,114   Heavens,115   and  Smithm   Blackburnt  Camp=
bell,

116-
Emnos,42 Carpenter and Campbellp,35  Kinomita  ei  81.*11>   and.
MScheuerman contain   perhaps   3/4   of the fi.lms studied   if   we   exclude

the epitaxial situation.  In examining even the recent papers it is

atill true that improper expressions have been used to relate the
stress  to  tIle  observed  parameters,  and  s.ufficient  information  is
seldom given to s-eparate the thermal stress from the intrinsic
stress.  Ast· it is the total stress which affects a given property,
this practice meer be excused if one is interested in a particular
processing treatment, but certainly an und.er3tanding cf the origin
of the  intrinsic  stresses  is  not  aided  by  such  experiments.

In order to focus our attention let us classify materials·as

optical films, alliali halides, epitaxial films, and films vhieh
perform  a  passivation,   isolation or dielectric function.      It  will
be  realized,   of   course.   this  is  not  an  all  inclusive  way  of  Classi-
'fyfng non-metallic films 5  and  furthermore, a number of redundaneies
Fill occur when ye look at an actual material.  The purpose in
this' classification is to see if there are generalizations we can
make within each category which prove useful in trying to later-
pret   the data. Table II

cantains   an  upda*ed   list   followin   the
earlier. tabulations of Hoff*tan,-4.Ce:!92»11.-Ad..S. e'l man...1,0.....9811*.n
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only one author made measurements for a particular materialw it
wai  simple  to  quote  a  value  for  the  stress.     Now  that  several
authors ha,ve reported for the same waterialm but often carrying outthe deposition at different temperatures or different techniques,
there maor be considerable disagreement as to the magnitude of the
stress   and,   in same cases,    even   the   sign.       Thus,   the   individual
papers must be consulted to see if the conditions of the reader's
interest match with those of the literature.  We wish to againcaution that the intrinsic stress is indeed a structure sensitive
property, and seldom is the complete characterization of the film
carried out with sufficient detail that such a cause and effect
relationship can be found.  It is well known that there are signi-ficant effects from the ambient atmosphere when a film is taken
from vacuum surroundings and that there are longer time effects
associated with diffusion of impurities along grain boundaries orthrough the lattice. Although a few reerystallization studies
have been reported, in general stress data is not available for
post-deposition treatments.

We have also eliminated consideration in Table II stresses
induced in materials as the result of ian implantation as these
are. not inherently  a thin film effect, although  measured  by  the
same techniques. There  is no question  that  the  incorporation  of
impurity atoms during sputtering or ion beam deposition can lead
to  the   same  kind of behavior,   and  some   of  these   data  are  included
and will be discuased. We have also eliminated from consideration
the groyth stresses in what are commonly called "oxide scales on
metals". These predominatly   thermally-grown   oxides,   a   subfield   in
themselves,   have  been  reviewed in considerable detail  by  Stringer. 82
Likewise·we have excluded enodic oxides.

After this rather lengthy introduction ve turn now to the datafor optical films. A general .review  ef  optical  films  by  Ritter10 4
w'ill  a ear· soon and laser window coati#Es#'  have been reviewed 'byYoung.     4    The  average  stress  is  generally' displayed  as  a

1

function   of   thickness s    in    some    cases . the force   p·er unit width    or       -

, its, derivative is plotted. The hverage.stress  usually .increases
r·apidly, reaching a maximum value at a thickness of a few hundred.
anstroms, and then becomes a slowly decreasing function of the
thickness as indicated  in  Fig.  26 for several materials.    For  films

deposited in a liquid- itrogen trapped diffusion pump system at
pressures of about 10- Pascals  Ennes42  finds  a significant. in-

1
crease in tensile stress with. a time constant of about 100 seconds

after the deposition is stopped.  This transient very likely re-
salts from thermal relaxation of the substrate although the author
experimentally found no initial transient. Significant transients
are also found when the film is exposed to air over a period of                     
perhaps ·  30  minutes.
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TABLE II

Index to Stress Literature

Film Substrate Reference
....--*-

AgC1 Glass 114

AgF Glass 114

AgI Glass 1].4

e
AlPh Glass 116

AlF Glass 114
3

Al Al 159
203                                      54, 163, 164Si

Silica 10

B 0. Glass 116
23

BaF Glass 114
2

BaO Glass 116

C Glass 131

CaF2
Glass 114, 116
Mica 115

Silica                 42

CdS Glass 116

CdTe Mica 165
Siliea 10, 42

CeF Glass 116
3               Silica                42

Ce 0 Glass 114
23

Silica                 42

Chiolite Glass 114

Silica                 42

Cryolite Glass 114, 115, 132
Silica                42

CuI Glass 114, 157

Fe381.
Fe 162

Ge Siliea 10,«42

Glass                  56
Mica 166

KBr Glass                 95

*Ph = phthalocyanine



Film Substrate Reference

53

1, TABLE II (con't)

...........,...

KCl Glass                  95

KF Glass                  95

KI Glass ·  95                    '

LiF Carbon on glass 134
Cellulose 135
Glass

1 95 .liti  116,  131,
Mica 115

MgF2 Glass 114, 116, 132, 136,1.43
Mica 115,·117, 137
Silica 42, 151

MgO Silica                 10
WS

MgPh Glass 116

MoO Glass 114
3

NaBr Glass                 95

NaCl Glass                 95

NaF Glass 95, 132

PbCJ Glass 114, 116'."

Silica                 42

PbF2 Glass 116

PbTe Glass 138
Mica 138

RbI Glass                 95

Sb203
Glass 114

Sb,S Glass 114
- -,

Si Sapphire 59, 78, 123, 124'

Quartz                 71
si                     59
Spinel 33, 77

Si3N4               Si                     48, 128* 129, 158
Sio Glass 11.6,122,134,139,140,

141,142, 144,145
Nickel 146
Silica 10, 42
Al 161

Glass             W                     133

*Ph - phthalocyanine



-

5 4

TABLE II (con't)

Film. Substrate Reference

si02(Cvb)           si                     67, 148, 160
0. 55, 67, 148, 149

Si02(Sputtered)     bi
164

Si02 (Reactive
Evap)         Si                     153

Silica 10, 152

Sioo (Thermal
Decomposition) Si 149

Ge 149

Si 2 (Thermal
Oxide)        Si                     10, 51, 52, 53, 54,

67, 127, 148, 149

SiO N Glass 153
X Y 130, 158Si

SnO Glass 114
2

Sr,904
Glass 114

TaO Ta 154
X

Ta 0 Ta 155, 156
25 Glass

' 156

Te Silica                 10

Ti02
Glass 153

TlCe Silica                 42

TlI Silica 42

ThF1&
Silica

10, 42, 152

(ThOF2)
Silica 147

10
ThO Silica

2

ZnS Glass 114,   116.

Mica 115, 117

Silica 10, 42, 147, 152 1

ZrO. Silica                10
2
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Figure 26. Representative data for the stress in optical
films. From  Ennos. 42

Of the ccmymon optical
materials onl  ZnS

is deposited under
I compression, although Kinosita et al.,11  indicate that a tensile

..'...,. .*-

stress may. be found for low deposition rates.   Fig.  27 summarizes
some of these results for ZnS and it is interesting to point out

th*t  for  the  same.deposition  rate,  data  from di fferent labora-

tories    ca-n be obtained  which   are   most   a  negative   of   each   other.

Blackburn and Cami»ell46 have found a linear increase in the
compressive stress   in ZnS films owith the. increasing   rate   of   depo-

ZnS is also a rapidly decreasing function as "a substrate tempera-

ture is raised from 80 to 150° C.

These differences point out the subtleties in the dependence of

the stress on the deposition ,conditions.   It is knownlle that the
evaporation geome'try, especially as related to the self-gettering
i«  im,pg- tant for determining the morphology.  ED, SIMS, index of.
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refraction, and density measurements have recently  been  made  for
ZnS by Preisinger and Pulker. 119  The columnar crystallites have

a diameter which slowly increases with thickness above 500 A.  The
non-stoichiometric excess of S was found to be due to S- bound to2
the surfaces of the crystallite columns.

Pulker and Jung120 have suggested a cylihdrical colum:n model

for the structure of ZnS and other optical films based on electron

microscopy and water vapor absorption data. The observations

suggest that an . explanation for the stress might be sought in

the impurity-grain boundary model.
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4
Hill and G. R. Hoffmar;122 have made an extensive evaluation of

silicon monoxide.  In the first places they find a linear force-
thickness.curve for constant evaporation conditions, suggestingthat some of the behavior for thin films less than 1000A thick may
result  in the difficulty in establishing steady-state  conditions.Furthermore, they establish that the stress is a sensitive functionof the residual gasses. when the arriving silicon monoxide f.lux is
comparable in magnitude.  That the Streas was indeed a function of
the  atmosphere  during  deposition,  was, strikingly demonstrated  by
changing the atmosphere during deposition with the resultant changein. the sign of the stress in the material being deposited.  Their
data is summarized in Fig. 28 where the stress is plotted agalnstthe logarithm of the ratios N, of the arrival rate of silicon
monoxide to residual gas molecules at the substrate.  Dielectric
constant measurements suggest that the tensile stress occurring
when 'the ratio  N  >  1  may be thought  of  as  the intrinsic stress  of
silicon monoxide, whereas increasing the pressure of oxygen  re-MultS in R Mil.lcon dioxide deDOSit. The earlier source tempera-
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ture dependence found by Novice  and  Priest  and  his  co-workers  mlay
now be understood in terms of the ratio N. Furthermore, these
results confirm the earlier rate ahd residual gas pressure measure-
ments of Blackburn and Campbell.116 ,

,    Hill and Hoffman also report  that  the film stress · remains.'
stable as long as the specimen is under vacuum, but on the readmis-
gion of atmosphere the stress becomes more.compressive, indepen-
dent of its initial value.  The increase in compression upon
exposure to ambient may be several times the initial. campressive
stress,   and  to   explain   this   fact   they   suggest   that   such   films   have

a low density which makes them more susceptible to oxidation.

Hill and Hofflnan have investigated angle of incidehce effects

where there is a dramatic increase in the tendency to form films
in tension near 45' incidence even under oxidizing conditions
(Fig. 29).  At the same time an enhanced compressive change re-
suits upon exposure to the atmosphere.  .These results are in

.,



                              general agreeunt with the earlier ones of Priest 11 9.,lt:Z in which

5Q

the stress anisotropy was measured using two orthogonal substrates,
and again emphasize the sizeable morphological changes at modest

angles of incidence.

Hodgkinson and Walker210 have irradiated SiO films with ultra-
violet and found that proloaged irradiation in vacuum will change the
initial compression to tension, but the stress reverts back to com-

pression when air is admitted.  Films irradiated in air also had a
substantial reduction  in the cgmpressive stress, and related changes

in retractive index and UV optical absorption.  The stress changes
under irradiation are associated with the rearran.gement of oxygen al-

ready gettered during th6 deposition with a resultant tensile contri-
bution  which partly counteracts the existing campression.

Although the data for other optical films is less complete, we
suggest  that the purer  the  film the greater the tendency  Tor  tension,
and oxygen or other impurities tend to give compressive contributions.

The intrinsic stress in alkali halide films has been investigated
by Carpenter and Campbell.95  Data in the form of force and average .
stress as a function of thickness are presented for many of the alkali
halides. Lithium salts show tension and potassium salts compression
throughout the thickness range cove5ed.  Sodium salts have a large dom-
pression below' a thickness of 1000 A and.a tension above.   The common

features exhibited by all the curves are a. stress maximum w9ich is
usually compressive and occurs at a thickness of about 250 A an0 a
constant stress region for thicknesses greater than about 1000 A, with.
a relative insensitivity to deposition rate.  LlF has been studied by'

a number of.investigators as summarized in Table II.  Carpenter and
Campbell point out that there appear to be two different stress pro-
ducing mechanisms and suggest a misfit model for the first stage, even
though the substrates were soda-lime glass.  The average stress as a
function of lattice constant as plotted in Fig. 30 goes through zero
at the oxygen nearest-neighbor distance  in the glass. Although  sur-
face tension contributions may contribute to the stress in this iso-

lated island stage of growth it ie not possible to explain the syste-
matie behavior  shown  in the figure  on this  basis. No satisfactory
explanation has been made for the intrinsic stress in thicker-films.

Rather than to try to review the entire literature relative to
n              epitaxial films, we consider a few illustrative examples.  When the

film is  very  thin  or  consists  of small nuclei, a uniform elastic strain
is  predicted  and  has been observed for metals.     The  ·introduction  of  mis-
fit dislocations to reduce the total energy ocali zes the s:train  .at  the

interface. This problem has been treated in various formulations by

Van der Merwe and his colleagues and discussed earlier·. Howe*er, the
fact that many epitaxial films are deposited at high temperatures and
then observed.at room temperature means that the thermal stresses are

also often very large even though care is usually taken to minimize the
stress gradient near the interface may be especially important in deter-
mining properties which are sensitive to that region it is often
not the major contribution to the total stress in a thicker film.
One should really ask the question, "are there e y data for the
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stress  in  epitaxially  grown  films  that- require  the  presence "of -a
volume intrinsic stress".   This is a difficult experimental
qupstion. to answer. First of all·, the intrinsic  stress is gener-

ally a decreasing function of the substrate temperature and is
l:tkely  to  be  very  small at elevated temperatures. Ands secondly,

relaxation processes undoubtedly operate which may prevent an
intrinsic stress, if generated, from being observed.  Dumin,123
in  the   case of silicon on sapphire s   was   not   able' to obtain  the
necessary' precision. Other workers,124,59,78 have also found
large compressive stresses   (4  1010  dynes/cme)   for  the  Si/A1203
system.  Kamins and Meieran find if the epita]tial films are elec-
trolytically stripped from the substrates the constraint is

lifted and the strain is reduced to a level equal to the resolu-
,-tien  limit.-Qf_.the.diffr.actometer  technique. In· every  case,  thermal

(.
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  expansion is sufficient to account for the compresaion.  Dumin

does not mention any stress anisotropy, Kamins and Meieran, using

a diffractometer t&chnique, mention but cannot meaaure an aniso-
tropy,   and  Hughes and Thorseh calculate the stress anisotropy

resulting from the anisotropie thermal expansion and confirm it

by mobility measurements.

In the case of siliton on spihel, larger compressive stresses

were observed.  Schl8tterer77 found isotropic stresses while

Robinson   and Duminalc notice anisotropic deformations,   again ·

with the magnitude close to that expected from a thermal origin.
The recent stress birefringence measurements of Rinehart and
Logan73 on Al. Ga . /GaAs  structures also indicate  that  the

x.  (1-X}thermal expansion stress dominates the room temperature stress

situation.

The epitaxial garnet films also represent a well-studied
system because of their use in bubble devices.  Zeyfang,125 using

a double crystal diffractometer concluded the thermal stress
operated in YIG on YAG.

Many examples are presented by Besser et EL,96 clearing up· previous

inconsistencies. in understanding the crazing associated with
these films.  Broginski et al.,98 conclude the mismatch stresses

..'... .../.-

are of prime importance for YIG films on Gd Dy Ga_0 sub-
r   ., 12

strates   as a result of magnetic 4mis.otropy f eld  m asurements.     They

propose a balance between the thermal expansion stresses and the
misfit disl.ocations to explain the almost, zero stress at large
values of x. As described earlier Carruthersg7 has extended these

concepts to a partial relaxation.

In Rummary, thermal and misfit contributione seem sufficient

to explain epitaxial stresses for the cases in the present literatur
e.

1

In ord.er to account for the bending that deposited epitaxial
films. undergo after separation  from the substrate,  Abrahams  et.
81 ,111 had. suggested an 6riented array  of inclined dislocat:ions .

For  films  for  GaAsl.-x  on  GaAs,
they found  a correlation between

the  number of inclined dislocations, the lattice mismatch,  and the'
amount   of  bending.      An alternative explanation   of   his ·well-known
bending phenomenon was attributed to the misfit dislocations near
the   interface.      As a stress   gradient   through the thickness   of  the

film is needed to account for the curling, the criticism of Abre-

hams  et  al., that misfit dislocations should apply only to 100 A

layers is not valid.
i

We  consider  now  the last category, namely , films  used  for

insulating, passavating, or isolation purposes.  This area is,

of course, of extreme importance to the technology of t
hin films.

We regard the electrical effects· of suck films beyond the scope

. of this article and content ourselves with some general consider
a-
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tions concernin* the mechanical properties.  There is a review by

pli»j.n   et   ak.,1 264on thin glass films,
And Dell' oca et. 51·,

84

1 Consider anodic layers.      As   the - glass   Zilms   are   generally

applied on heated substrates,  aud  slaos  as  a  material  is  stronger

under compression, one desires the total stroce in t
he film to be

compressive at the operating temperature.  Therm9
11v 87197 SiO

has perhaps received   the   most   attention.       But   herethe   embstrsfe

is at high temperatures during the formation of the film and there

-  is only mfdest con rol over the resultant compressive stress
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(4  3  x  1.0,9  dyne /em )  as the temperature range  to  form the oxide  is
rl'127limited,    and  wet   o"r   dry   oxidation  Inakes   only      a   small   difference. J

Most authors report no thickness dependence in the·range of
0.5  -  2 Pin. However, a rapidly increasing compression  at
small thi€knesses .is found by Lin and Pugacz-Moraszkie-

wiez53 i4 the ra*ge 0.1 - 0.3 um.  Thermal mismatch is recog-

nized  as  ·the  orikin for -thermally krown  oxides, but intrinsic
mechanisms are reported for CVD Si00 films deposited at somewhat
lower temperatures148 when the total stress is about 2 x 109 dyne/cla2
tension. ' Poht deposition heat treatments change the stress back .

to compression. A tensile intrinsic stress is also found in the

case  of thermal decomposition of te'traethylorothosilicates.149

More recently Si,N4128,129 has been used as a passavation
layer  for  Si.    In thiE  case an extremely large intrinsic stress of
> 1 x 1010 dyne/cm tension is found coupled with thermal stresses

of perhaps 10% of the  total. The stress does not change with
time.  Rand and Roberts 130 report amorphous silicon 6*ynitride

filmn that range in value from almost that of the thermal oxide
compression to the large tension of Si3N4 as the nitride concen-

tration increases as shown in Fig. 31. These large stresses in

both  Si02  and Sif:4  can   damage  the 'substrate  as .we ·*hill.see )in
the next sections.

Although the intrinsic stress rapidly decreases with in-

creasing  substrate temperature  in metals, we see that substantial
intrinsic stresses are present for CVD insulation films.

We try to summarize the literature for non-metallic films
as follows:

1. Although th'ermal.contributions   may  be large, intrinsic

stresses are well documented in both polycrystalline and epi-
taxial films.

2. Real stress contributions   have  been   seen   during  the   iso-

lated island stage of growth, but these contributions should no
longer dominate at 'average film thicknesses of perhaps .two hundred
angstr6ms and are often masked by poor thermal control in the

experiment.

3.  There is a tendency for stress values to be tensile in
polycrystalline films independent of thickness when the deposition

parameters are well defined. This suggests that the major contri-

bution to the intrinsic stress in thick films is a volume effect

and not an interfacial one.  Further* for pure films the stress
should be capable of an explanation by similar models as those

developed for metals.
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4.
4.     Compressignal  contributions are associated  with  impuri-

ties,  often oxygen,f incorporated  in the structure by design  or
default. These may take place during deposition, or afterward

by diffusion.  Non-stioehiometric films may also shaw compression.

5.  The decrease in the average Stress as the thickness in-
creases may result from d relief prbcess or a change in the in-
trinsic stress mechanism.  The present measurements are not
suffi.ciently  complete to generalize,  but an energetic grounds  a

relief mechanism must ultimately operate.   .Cracking  in  film  or

damage  to  the  substrate  may  result.

6.  Both thermal and misfit contributions operate in epi-
taxial films. The intrinsic contributions are amenable to calcula-

tion, and may be either a uniform elastic strain or localized at

the   substrate   interface.

SECTION VI. CONTROL OF STRESSES, INCLUDING

RELAXATION EFFECTS

One of the objectives of understanding the intrinsic

stresses in films is to be able to control the stresses and
hence the properties for a given application.  As we have seen,

considerable progress has been made in the case of epitaxial
systems.    Recently  for  the  case of metals stress control has

come about by the use of bias sputtering.  Blachman,150,151

in the case of molybdenum and aluminum, has found a correlation
between the stress resistivity  and trapped argon c6ntent.     With

increasing negative bias substantial amounts of gas are entrap-
ped which reduce the tension.in the film or may even change it
to compression.   On the other hand, Sun et al.,167 for the case-----�

of  sputtered  tungsten,  find a sizeable compression which  is

not correlated with the argon concentration. In a follawing

paper209 they find a strong correlation with final grain size

in the W filmm, The   structure   and.

stress modifications by ion. bomardment during deposition have

been studied by' Maddox and his co-workers.168,169,170 Stuart154

has used the cantilever method to measure the stress in a number

of metals deposited by low pressure triode sputtering.  Data for

the  non-metals  is  not  so  common,  but  it  appears  that  one  can

change the bias to substantially modify the stress even in these

systems. We also call attention to the UV irradiation effects me
n-

210tioned   earlier.
The  use of elevated  bubstrate  temperatures  to  reduce  the

 

ihtrin-

sic stress among other things, has been done for a 
long time.  In

addition it is sometimes possible to provide a thermal contribu-

tien which gives cancellxtion with intrinsic stress mechanisms

by the proper choice of substrate.
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4
Post-deposition treatments may reduce the streass as it has

been known for a K some in films of metals deposited at lower

(                   substrate temperatures that stress relief mechanisms operate

upon heating the substrate to elevated temperatures.171  Reqis-

tivity and stress changes have been correlated and activation

energy measurements madel12 which indicate that very likely a

simple defect motion at lower temperatures is followed by re-

crystallization Such irreversible changes upon

initial.heating are usually followed by reversible behavior upon

te]tperatures cycling at lower temperatures. Chaudhari21  has  con-

sidered  the  mechanisms of stress relief  in  polycrystalline   films.

Dislocation sources within a grain at a grain boundary or at sur-

faces  are not likely mechanisms because the -str·ess required 'to

operate such dislocation sources is larger than the usual intri
n-

sic stresses within a film.   To a first approximation the stress

necessary to operate sources varies inversely with the diameter

of the grain as shown in Fig. 32.  A aim'ilar result is observed
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for   sources at a grain
boundar 

ledge s but since the .intrinsic
stresses   are the order  of  10- -   of the shear modulus s these  pro-

cesses are not normally favored.  Kinetic equations for the

exponential relaxation of the stress on a grain boundary slid-
ing model were also derived by: Chaudhari.  As most grain boundar--

ies in a film are perpendicular to a fre surface under a planar

biaxial stress the shear stress acting on the boundary is small

and hence the plastic strain contri'bution from grain boundaries

sliding is expected to be small.  The annealing kinetics have
been derived for diffusional creep for the cases of volume di-
fusion and grain boundary diffusion predominating.  In this case
the thickness of the film matters and of course the activation

energies for the tgo hypotheses are different.  Although these
equations were derived for the case of a uniform stress, it is
pointed out that stress gradients also provide an additional
driving force.  If a stressed film is covered by a diffusion
barrier   containing  a  hole,   the film relieves its elastic strains

by a flaw of matter between the surface and interior of the film.
Mass flows out of the film under a compressive stress and into a

film under tensile stress, leaving a hillock   or   depression.
Pennabackerl73 has also considered that compressive stresses -
lead to hillock growth.  Chaudhari174. has recently calculated the

hillock density and growth kineties on the basis of a local re-
laxation of a compressive stress.

For  the  case of growing oxide films,  Stringer82 has considered
additional mechanisms for plastic flow.  The effect of stoi-
chiometry on the oxide plasticity and the reasons for suggesting
plastic flow takes place during oxidation are discussed.  In

addition, vacancy injection and dislocation generation
at the metal substrate are examined. A more direct measurement :
of stress enhanced diffusion in thin films vas given by Ganguleel 75

in which Be atoms diffuse along grain boundaries of Al filmh and
along the interface between the film and oxidized silicon sub-
strate at a con.siderably enhanced rate when a tensile stress is

applied to the plane of the film.

Diffusion may also be a source of strain.  Takai and Fran=
176 havecombe measured a cantilevered deflection during the

interdiffusion of gold and aluminimn both an increase in stresq

corresponding to the growth of intermetallic'compound faces and
--

stress relief were noted.  Tu et al.,137 have studied the Ni-Si
system and  Lau and Sun177  the. interdiffusion of Ti-Pd-Au films.

Similar cases of enhanced migration are commonly faund in

the reczystalli. zation of amorphous layers of silicon which are

produced by ion bombardment of an aluminum coated silicon sub-

strate. Silicon is transported  to the surface   of  the  thin   ala-

minum surface according to Hart, et al=.178,179 Additional low
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temperature rapid migrations have also been found, and this

subject  has· been treated   in a recent conference, 180   in  which
both review papers and research reports   will  be   found.

Helium implanted erblum films examined by Blewer and
Maurin181 have shown dimensional. _expansion at the surface and
microscopic bubbles formed at the surface by the release of
helium by  the  films . Additional dilation  data is found  in the

semiconductor literature.

Stress annealing  data  for non-metallie films   is   not   common.

In   the   case of silicon monoxide Priest   and   Caswe11146   showed   that

no stress change took place with a low temperature anneal in
vacuum..  But as soon as the pressures of oxygen or water vapor ex-

ceeded about 10-3 Pascal, rapid compressive changes 'took place.
This is, of course, related to the degree of oxidation as was

discussed earlier and we would anticipate that the changes often

found when optical films are exposed to the atmosphere, have a

related origin. Matt.ox and Kominiak160armealed. bias sputtered
Corning  1720  glass  films  at  low  temperatures. The initial  com-
pressive stress became larger,    and   at   temperatures   above   about

3500 the films showed a total tension.  This irreversible be
-

havior was again traced  to an oxygen deficiency.

At the present time, it is well documented that grain bound-
ary diffusion pla s an almost dominant rol.e in small-gr·ained
films,  even  though bot'h lattice and diffusion down dislocation

pipes may take place in speciad circumstances of large grain

·size, or extreme dislocation 6oncentrations.  Nevertheless, the

detailed. kinetics, especially  in  the  case of impurity diffusion,

are  the  subject  of present  in.vestigations.    The resultant stress

relaxations are less well understood, and even the detailed

mechanisms are still in. doubt for metals, 3  and  almost  unknown  for
non.-metals.

VII.     MODULI, FAILURE MODES  .AND Al)HESION

We should comment on the values of elastic modulii for
deposited films.   Althoug  occasionally low values are found, .as

4
re'viewed  by  Hoffman,     most   films  when  carefully  measured  shaw  the
expected values of the modulii.  In addition to direct deflection
measurement resonance techniques108,282,183have been used.
Spinner184,i85 used a dynamic technique to measure the moduli

of  many   glasses   as   a   function-of temperature. Uozumi   et    al., 186

have used the pulse-echo technique and' sound velocity to deter-

mine  the  modulii.     In  view  of the present intarest  in  amorphous

solids   we   call  attention  to  the' work  by   Chen   and  Wang,   and   em-
phasized by Berry and Pritchet182 there is a growing body of
evidence that Young's. modulus for materials in the amorphous

state    mgy  be  characteristicallyl P  - 40% below the value  in  the
crystalline s'tate.    Mers  et al z found a 45% decrease in the shear

constant of Sm2 (017 sputtered alloy, but only a 7% decrease in. the
bulk  modulus   compared  to   the   crystalline phase. These measurements.

support the ideas cf Veaire  et, 81·212 that mieroscopic internal movements.

take place in amorphous materials under shear.
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......-We would expect similar changes  in the amorphous

layer induced in silicon by ion implantat166.188- Internal

friction measurements have given information as to loss meehan-

isms and thermal constants 189,186 .

Bunshall, 181   h<$   revie red the properties of evaporated thick

films and correlated the mechanical properties of thick, primarily

metallic, films were reported in the Conferences on  Structure/

Property relationships in Thick Films and Bulk Coatings.190

Kinosita9 has reported unexpected microhardness measurements

for LiF thin fi.lms with a Vicker-type indenter, and Winter191 has

developed apparatus for similar measurements usi
ng both an ihden-

ter and impact from spherical projectiles.
i We  consider  how an outline  of the fail.ure modes s which  may

152
range from a mechanical distortion of an optical surface,

through drastically changed properties, especially near the ·

interface as indicated in several examples.  We concentrate here

on the obvious mechanical failures of cracking  in the film or

substrate and buckling if the film has a large compressive stres
s.

The importance of the adhesion in preventing failure is well

Z":„f»2' tg  tate v  52'3':heeead::%2'- «tirf:::;s
in plastic film, in which the lift-off stress normal to the pla

ne

of the film ie proportional to the gradient of the tension in the

film substrate interface.  The importance of the edges of the 
films

or other defects which may be present, is well known and
 can be

explained by the non-uniform stresses near the edges 
of the film

as we mentioned earlier.  Plassa,166 has also studi
ed the elastic

instability of germanium films as they buckle from 
a mica sub-

strate.  Random wrinkles are found with an isotropi
c intrinsic

stress although oriented wrinkles were found earlier by Yel
on

and  Voegeli194   in  the   case   of  epitaxial  films   and a suggestion

for the sinusoidal wrinkle pattern in terms of a col
umn in-

stability has been made by Plassa'and Choprall.  As
 the stress

is  generally a volume effect,  the  total  force  that  must  be
supported across the interface increases as the fil

m becomes

thicker.. This leads to a critical failure thickness which is a

function of the stress in the film and the adhesion to the subi

' strate. The buckling, of course,    results    from   a film under   high

compression whereas a cracking will. be found for films un
der

sufficiently high tension that the-fracture stress is exceed.ed.

Angle of incidence effects may also produce oriented
 buck-

led patterns observed in ZnS by   Behrndtl,55:*ihich. were· elimi-

nated by rotating substrates, and we discussed earlier the

extreme dependence in the SiO system.  Recent emphasis on depo-

sition techniques other than evaporation have eliminated many of

these problems.
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Dialocation  (€eneration  and even cracking  as . a  result  of  the
residual elaotic strains ih epitaxial films is well                '·
doddEnted: In the galium arsenide photodiode keteroepitaxy

the lattice parameter mismatch had to be graded at a slow rate
to avoid excessive dislocation generation.  We referred earlier
to the stress by refringence and cracking  in the magneti c bubble
materials.  Carruthersgl has treatdd the deformation and creep as

well as estimating the property changes. It was known that thin
dielectri c films  so f the order  of  1   wn, may accommodate  the  high

stresses normally found,    but. thicker. films are foun.d to qrack.

Matthews and Klokholm196 have considered the fracture of these

brittle films under   the.   influence   of ' the misfit stress. The.

cracks that form in tha garnet films are perpendicular to the
film plane.  If such cracks are to propagate through the films

which is rigidly bonded to its substrate and strained in tension,
then the film thickness must exceed the Griffith crack length.
If the stress exceeds the fracture strength of the crystal then.

to-',
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Figure 33. Crack generation in. brittle films as a functi6n of
misfit and thickness. Above   B  film  spontaneously  .

cracks,  below  C  it is elastically strained  and  above

A cracks will propagate.  After Matthews and Klok-

hAYm.196
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a spontaneous fracture will take place, whereas, for a low stress

the film may strain el.astically and be stable.  These results are

summarized in Fig. 33 as a function of the roisfit. Indeed, the
' presence of cracks in a film indicates that the density of mis-

fit dislocations lies ·below the optimum value and indicates

there are difficulties associated with the generation of these

dislocations.'

Si02 or SijN4 films are known to develop dislocations or
cracks  in the underlying silicon substrates.     Kato  eli  al·,  West-
dorp and Schwuttke,128 and Tamura and Sunami129 have considered
this problem in detail.  The internal stresses were measured,

isothermal annealing treatments were.carried. out, and the den-

sity of dislocations introduced during the high temperature anneal
were measured.  Dislocations in the garent system have been
studied in a series of papers by Matthews and Klokholm. 197

We finally consider adhesion.  Much has been said about ad-

hesion  in a qualitative  way,  but  to   date, the field still suffers           -

from good measurement techniques. Campbell.7 has  reviewed this
area well and annual conferences of the subject have been pub-

lished198 in Aspects of Adhesion. Techniques in cleaning, de-
positing thin reactive metal layers to aid bonding to glass,

interdiffusion, and grading the composition all have been used
to enhance the adhesion.  Nevertheless, a detailed understanding        \
of even the origin of the forces is obscure, although Van de Vaals
coupling is sukgested as the most important contributor with band

structure effects being important in clean metal surfaces.
199,200

The stress distributions in an adhesive layer have been

calculated by Harrison and Harrison. 201

We leave the discussion of the most recent measurement

techniques  to the recent reviews by Chapman202 and Kendall.20 3

and the forthcoming review by Weaver and mention here only204

deposition techniques which should prove useful as well as a
brief report of the surface analysis techniques that may provide

some of the quantita.tive information needed for an understanding.

It has long been known that sputtered films generally have

better aherence to a substrate than to evaporated ones.  The

higher energy of the a.rriving atoms allows a small penetration

and/or a cleaning  of the surface.     The ion plating technique  as

pioneered. by Mattox carries this process even further by sub-

jecting the substrate to a flux of high energy i.on before and

during the film deposition.  From the point of view of adhesion,
several benefits may be obtained.  The surface will be sputter

               high energy flux to the substrate surface provides a high effec-

cleaned and  maintain clean until   the film begins   to form. The
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tive surface temperature, enhancing diffusion and chemical reac-
tion.  The high defect concentration also provides a physical
admixing of the film and substrate material.  According to                       '
Mattox205 this process gives rise to sizeable gas incorporation.
As the negative bias is increased, the gas entrapment decreases

again at biases above a few 100 volts, presumably because the
high temperature of the deposit allows the gas to diffuse away.
Densities of ad much as a factor of 2 lower than bulk densities

are observed, and the growth morthology is decidedly influenced.
As far as the stress is concerned an increase in intrinsic com-

pressive film stress is generally found with increasing negative
bias t for metal films.

More recently experimental techniques of AES have been
applied to. the adhesion question. Stoddart et al. '206 have
studied the effect of the glow discharge on adhesion.  Although
no surface electrical' or topographical effects were seen, gross
contamination as well as gas sorption were felt to be important.
Houston and Bland207 found that the discharge current could act
as process control variable to indicate»a clean cathode surface,

208if proper care was taken.  Westwood and Bennewitz in re-

actively sputtered PTO films noted that the presence of oxygen
was necessary for good adhesion.

It is premature to generalize from the results but it appears
as though certain impurities in small concentrations at the
interface are beneficial and, in fact, even needed for good
adhesion.  Szindahl193 found the presence of Cu and Si on the sur-
face of high purity A].203 as well as a small grain size in the
substrate were important factors.    With the increased availability
of surface analysis techniques we expect significant progress in
understanding adhesion.
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